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Abstract 

Human life is absolutely pivotal indeed. Therefore every individual shall have to survive in 

entrenching their own entity not only to lead themselves but to inspire the entire society in a 

conforming manner. The term “Business” is one of the prime mediums where leaders can 

implement their concepts based upon their overall infrastructure in the end. First of all leaders are 

bound to connect with the people of different cultures and languages. As a result 

miscommunication may take place out here. On the other hand, education is one of the major 

factors in this regard. Because people who will be involved in a profitable platform of business 

must have their basic education at least to realize about most cleared business paradigm in terms 

of money, goodwill and acceptance. Apart from that according to our communal trust 

“Technological Metamorphosis” has been initiated in this highly competitive globe but human 

brains have not been enriched in such elite vibrancy. That is why it is bit difficult for the leaders 

to channelize the entire platform for business strategy, business research and its best consequential 

implementation. In this regard, some of the considerations are very decisive such as a. Sort of 

business, volume of business, location of business, bare minimum academic qualification for the 

same, business dynamism, leadership attributes, parameters for recruitment and financial strength 

of business leaders.  This is how it can be an exclusive avenue of introspective research where 

both leaders and followers should be involved to ensure the same for inhabitable value addition in 

all over the globe. 
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Introduction 

 
Business is a universal terminology which helps 

generate the most pivotal revenue to establish an entire 

nation at every now and then. On the other hand, 

economic infrastructure exclusively depends upon this 

needful commercial revenue which is equally 

beneficial for both the leaders and followers at the 

same point of time. The real fact is that leaders do face 

a number of problems but according to the present day 

scenario we need the constructive organizational 

platform indeed where the entire paradigm will be 

completely regulated by “Leaders’ Authority”. In 

other words, any business is having unavoidable risk 

factors in the end. Leaders shall have to detect the 

same through their best occupational foresights. Both 

detections and preventions shall have to be looked 

after by the leaders. Both leaders and followers should 

definitely be very conscious because they have been 

suffering from massive deficits due to “Pandemic” 

which has snatched the most spontaneous flow of 

business in all the regards. As a matter of the fact is 

commercial infrastructure has entirely been ruined and 

the concept of “Segregation of Workforce” has simply 

been out of order. So both leaders and subordinates 

have really been failed to restructure the professional 

paradigm in previous two years. The present fact is 

that leaders shall have to modify the entire business 

strategy and the mechanism at the same point of time. 

They shall have to survive in this market along with 

their best potentials of services, occupational 

inventiveness and business goodwill. Therefore, 

leaders shall have to be absolutely very thoughtful 

about their self upbringing and the organizational 

progression in a very conforming manner. On the other 

hand, leaders shall have to consider the concept of 

“Business Environment” where they will be able to 

incorporate all the enterprises which are the prime 

resources for different industries and multifarious 

business productions at the same point of time. That is 

why business leaders do need the “Business 

Operators” who will be solely responsible for 

occupational movements along with different 

operational plans indeed. Business challenges are 

entirely unavoidable but leaders shall have to defend 

the same through all of their indomitable spirits and 

available resources respectively.  

 

According to Harel Ronen(2021), the entire business 

activity has been changed due to corona virus. This 

study says that the business revenues have not been 

affected due to pandemic. The revenues of small 

business have already been derived to other business.  

 

Undeniable Business Challenges 
 

Business challenges are mainly initiated from various 

uncertainties and it may change the destined direction 

of a business at every now and then. Leaders do play 

the sheet anchor role in this regard not only to regulate 

the business based upon the present industrial needs 

but they have to be very proactive to maintain the 

organizational flow in a befitting manner.  

 

Prime Location: It is one of the unavoidable business 

challenges because the enrichment of a business 

largely depends upon the location, taste, preferences 

and overall standing of clients who will be able to avail 

the products or commodities indeed. That is why 

leaders shall have to entrench the platform in such 

location which is exclusively profitable for the 

customers to satisfy themselves. But the fact is that 

leaders do not find such location and platform always. 

As a result they do really suffer to grow their business 

within the stipulated time frame.  

 

Needful Education: Leaders are solely responsible 

not only to initiate the business but to run the same for 

their flashing occupational destiny. Leaders do recruit 

very sound bunch of people who will be paying their 

entire devotion for the business right from day one. It 

is very difficult to find such educated candidates to 

grow a business in a very sound equation. Therefore 

recruited candidates cannot perform as per the 

destined need at all. Leaders do suffer a massive 

commercial deficit just due to uneven learning indeed. 

It is a real problem and it is one of the unavoidable 

stigmas right now in all over the globe.  

 

Pivotal Training: Leaders do find educated people 

who do have the exclusive qualities to adopt the 
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needful organizational paradigm. Sometimes it is 

noticed that they have been working hard without the 

traditional training in the end. So, they cannot provide 

the sufficient output which is accordingly expected by 

the leaders. They do have the real target to reach and 

fulfil the industrial demand alongside their best 

occupational supremacy.  

 

Influence of Modern Technology: We have got the 

remarkable metamorphosis of technology and the 

reflections are almost unreachable. Technology has 

already been modified like anything within a very 

short while but leaders do find technology leaders who 

shall bring out the parity between technical progress 

and the sound technocrats at the same point of time. 

Because most of the scholarly technocrats are hired to 

various foreign countries as per their outstanding 

academic merits.     

 

Work Culture: Leaders try to find eco-friendly work 

culture along with all the employees. It is not possible 

always. Moreover all the employees do not have the 

same frame of mind and everybody desires to establish 

their own point of views indeed. Therefore it definitely 

reflects upon the business and business leaders are 

truly worried and it is one of the absolute business 

challenges right now.  

 

Snyder Hannah has told in one of his published articles 

entitled: “Literature review as a research 

methodology: An overview and guidelines” (2019) 

that, knowledge production has a remarkable speed in 

the field of “Business Research”. It is a great 

movement despite various business challenges.  

 

Consequential Future of a Business 

Leadership:  
 

Vibe of Innovation:  21st Century business demands 

Innovation. Developing original concepts, reimaging 

old business with advanced modernism can take 

organizations to a different paradigm. In order to 

identify new technologies, finding the skilled 

resources, enabling systematic process for ideation, 

and optimum utilisation of the collective thought 

process of smart professionals a Leader should be 

involved in the process of designing thinking, strategic 

decision making and converting ideas into value 

proportions. The vibe of innovation makes the way for 

an open-minded and collaborative work pattern, it can 

empower the minds to embrace creativity and produce 

research opportunities for future development and 

growth of the business.  

Potentials of Leaders Foresights: Visionary leaders 

develop practices with a data driven, future focused 

approach and deliver result towards perceived 

organizational effectiveness. Executive training, 

dynamic business coaching, and proficient 

management consulting can bring a higher level of 

transformation in the business leaders.  A leader must 

identify the potential threats and challenges with deep 

insight, analyze the scope of growth, and implement 

the new strategies with confidence. Change can never 

be free of risks.  The powerful leadership approach is 

to establish an environment of continuous learning and 

improvement. Emergence of technology, available of 

major digital platforms, availability of learning 

resources can help in providing a vision of the future.  

Implementation of Available Resources: In today’s 

scenario organizations are under immense pressure to 

deliver technologically sound products, innovative 

services and customer satisfaction within a stipulated 

budget. It is true that necessity is the mother of 

invention. One area that has witnessed considerable 

growth throughout the Global Pandemic issue is 

digitization, which means anything from remote client 

service to online customer service focusing on supply-

chain, re-invention through the application of artificial 

intelligence (AI) and machine learning to improve day 

to day operations. Ineffective and old school resource 

management will result to negative outcomes like 

delay in service, erroneous production and increased 

cost. A major step in identifying the problem areas and 

improving the resource management is to make it 

certain that the available human resources are working 

with a collective vision and contributing to the 

organization’s strategic goals. It is also a challenge for 

the business to adapt various methodologies. 

Perspective based mindset management, milestone-

driven goals and up gradation of skills, building 

awareness about overall resource management can 

ensure better resource management from technical, 

financial and natural aspect  

 

Community Leadership Approaches: The 

community is one of the foundations of business. 

Social networks and collaborative leadership 
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approaches are creating productive ways to improve 

the business value, make an impact to the society and 

build resilient and powerful thought leaders. The 

future of leadership demands Empathy, Emotional 

Intelligence and Effectiveness. A leader with empathy 

understands the perspective of the followers. It is 

indeed a critical skill for leaders but it is now accepted 

as one of the most treasured qualities of leaders. From 

innovation to retention of employees empathy can 

create a combination of positive employee 

engagement, shared happiness and healthy 

competition in terms of performance. 

 

 An emotionally intelligent person has certain 

characteristics like great social skills, self-awareness, 

self-motivation and self-discipline. If a leader is able 

to recognize and manage his own emotions well, he or 

she can foster an affirmative work culture and 

ambiance.  

 

Effectiveness of a leader can have a visible impact on 

the performance of the workforce and they can easily 

influence the organizational effectiveness with a great 

driving force of human capital. Effectiveness of a 

leader is beyond being charismatic or 

transformational. It is about influencing others to take 

action, participate in the change making initiatives, 

and contribute towards communal growth.  

 

Communal Understanding: The evolution of 

leadership is never seamless. It is an elegant process of 

building a strong community of likeminded workforce 

from a diverse cultural and professional filed. It 

involves concern for welfare of the individuals, 

nurturing the strengths, valuing the culture, measuring 

the performance and facilitating learning and growth. 

The two paradigms of effective leadership are 

Traditional and Transformational. Communal 

Leadership is a combination of both but it results in a 

highly effective way of establishing leadership into an 

organization. This understanding helps leaders to lead 

without bias, with the precise recognition of talent and 

skill.  

 

Delen Dursun and Ram Sudha have shared their 

important views in a published article entitled: 

“Research challenges and opportunities in business 

analytics” (2018) that, the term “Business Analytics” 

has been highlighted here which determines the 

simplification of all the mechanisms for making the 

data really actionable.  

 



 

 

Needful Significance: In today’s volatile business 

scenario, it is extremely obvious that the future of 

business require leadership. Organizations in search of 

good leaders spend a lot of money on training and 

leadership development. This model depicts how an 

organization can create leaders without much 

intervention of external resources who can give the 

organization the desired result in terms of business and 

profit.  

 

The Core Leaders must focus on their individual Goal 

of leadership. It is important to build critical skills and 

community leadership approach at an individual level 

in order to help the organization reach the collective 

leadership goals.  

 

Mind Mapping is a powerful tool which leaders can 

use to generate logical thinking, clarity in decision 

making, achieve individual objectives and making 

impactful representation of thoughts. It is a systematic 

step toward achieving personal life goals that enhances 

the overall quality of a business leader. 

 

In this increasingly fast paced environment a leader 

shall not have any kind of dilemma in making right 

decision at the right time.  

 

Overcoming ambiguity means stepping out of the 

comfort zone. It can be achieved by mastering a new 

skill, personality development, embracing change and 

grabbing opportunities.  

 

As a leader starts taking responsibility, they embark on 

a new journey. The focus takes a major shift from “I to 

We”. A great leader is never afraid to focus on the 

growth of others as they are aware of the fact that 

focusing on the community can bring the best in 

everyone as a result they all reach to a new height 

together.  

 

Developing a Collective Goal is one of the challenges 

faced by leaders. Individual contributions are the 

foundation for building a common harmony in a team. 

Defining a success strategy means drawing the big 

picture. The leader must be a good analyzer for both 

external and internal environment that can affect the 

performance of the team. Knowing team members 

inside out can give a cutting edge advantage to the 
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leaders. Collective Goal can clarify the need of the 

goal and also reinforce collective ownership. 

Feasibility of team spirit is an intellectual parameter to 

be considered as it can help to determine the viability 

of actions. A well designed feasibility study approach 

along with the historical background of the team’s 

performance can help in attitudinal development, 

technology enrichment and project management.   

 

Great teams are all about great bonding and 

personalities. A group’s average level of emotional 

intelligence and greater level of communication within 

can make an effective team. A leader must be aware of 

the strength and weaknesses of his/her team members 

and help them to address the unidentified areas of 

undiscovered threats, possible emotional challenges 

and skill building capabilities. This outlook can be put 

on a pedestal to celebrate the achieved excellence. 

 

Amidst the opportunities of the digital age, it is 

important to rejoice the human connect and rejoice the 

outcomes together. The connective power of sharing 

and caring can be a big part of a future focused 

organization. Happy employees can always perform 

on a higher side. Leaders with the possessions of 

Empathy, Emotional Intelligence and Effectiveness 

can help the team to witness the ecstasy of success.   

 

Psychological Matching means both leaders and 

followers should have the same frame of minds which 

are to be implemented in their best occupational 

vicinity where all the business challenges can be easily 

detected. Because their psychological matching should 

bring out such even avenues which shall definitely be 

very conducive not only to share the best business 

ideologies but to implement the same for an 

astounding rise of business within a very short while.  

Rejoicing Result: Leaders do need the parity between 

their collective thinking and their most needful 

implementation in connection with our rapid business 

growth. On the other hand, if they are in a prior 

position to utilize all the legitimate business plans 

along with their most proactive manpower then they 

can have the satisfactory business outputs which 

would be really rejoicing in nature.  

 

Mahmood Faisal, Khan Abdul Zahid and Khan 

Mohammad Bashir have deciphered their significant 

views in one of the published articles entitled: “Digital 

organizational transformation issues, challenges and 

impact: A systematic literature review of a 

decade”(2019) that, the era of digital transformation is 

one of the most difficult paradigms for an 

organization. Moreover the rate of transformation is 

truly low due to rapid changes of technology. 

 

The Possible Mediums to ensure the Successful 

Business paradigm: 
 

All the possible paradigms should definitely be taken 

into the consideration from the perspective of leaders. 

Leaders must have the propensity not only to grow the 

business but they do entrench the positive 

involvements right from day one.  

 

Inculcation of Thoughts: It is absolutely very 

important. Because all the leaders do have some 

versatile thoughts and those shall have to be inculcated 

immediately. Because some of the thoughts will be 

very significant to drive the business as per the present 

scenario. Leaders should encourage all the thoughts to 

evaluate and they do consider the same accordingly.  

Business progressions do largely depend upon these 

robust thoughts and it may come from the point of 

view of both leaders and followers as well.  

 

Implementation of Scholarly Human Minds:  It 

means a lot from the perspective of education. Because 

human minds are truly refined through educational 

brilliance. Therefore these human minds are 

absolutely expensive in defending against all the 

unavoidable business challenges. This is how these 

exemplary perceptions are truly implemented by the 

leaders and they do enforce the same for remarkable 

advancement indeed.  

 

Productive Participation: It is indeed an exclusive 

task for both leaders and followers to participate in 

reforming the needful business platform where they 

shall have the best guidelines from leaders at every 

now and then. Therefore they do help their core 

workers not only to overcome all the detected business 

challenges but to enable the same in a very conforming 

manner for the society.  

 

Research and Development: Leaders shall have to 

concentrate upon the same. Because this extensive 
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research shall bring out the exceptional way outs for 

extensive business growths and the ample 

opportunities for the employees indeed. Leaders do 

find the most unique solution through this core 

research indeed. Because it shall determine the 

ultimate solution for enlarging the business discipline. 

 

Sustainable Extension of Learning: It is such a 

significant educational exercise which is really 

conducive to create wonderful base of knowledge to 

refine our society. It is very important for social, global 

and academic leaders who are exclusively responsible 

for the needful global modification along with the 

expansion of business indeed.  

 

Corporate Social Responsibilities:  
 

Business leaders are the most precious motivators to 

reform the business based upon the present global 

demand. That is why they always think about the same 

and they equally believe in best communal supports 

just to make it happen in the end.  

 

Financial Support: Leaders try to generate some of 

the sound financial backups from different 

national/international banks, trusties and some other 

reliable sources. It is very easier for them to instigate 

the start ups in a very befitting manner.  

 

Moral Support: Leaders do motivate all the followers 

and subordinates by giving them versatile privileges. 

Moreover leaders do care upon them based upon their 

professional commitments and involvements at the 

same time. As a result all the followers will be inspired 

enough to concentrate hard upon their business. It shall 

be grown up within a very short while. Leaders will be 

able to defend all the business challenges very 

confidently.  

 

Environmental Support: Leaders try to ensure 

healthy environment for business where they are able 

to establish the same along with all of their available 

resources in the end. As a result a number of deserved 

people shall have the exclusive opportunities to work 

hard to enrich their best occupational endeavour.   

 

Educational Support: Leaders help their followers to 

acquire learning. It shall be very important for them to 

implement their preserved knowledge in business. 

This is how their mutual conceptions will definitely be 

developed and leaders will be able to utilize those 

handy conceptions for the congratulatory success.  

 

Conclusion: 
 

Leaders shall have to face various business challenges 

to revive their introspections. On the contrary, all the 

unavoidable challenges do ensure the exclusive 

learning for both leaders and followers. It is a real 

opportunity for them to rethink about the business and 

its all round global impacts at the same point of time. 

Therefore business challenges are the prime sources 

for them for concrete planning and execution. 

Therefore, business leaders do need to face and 

overcome the challenges not only to have sufficient 

professional exposures but to bring out the 

unblemished professional benchmark in the near 

future.    
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Abstract 

This study assesses the advertisement effectiveness of amazon great Indian festival for a company 

to transmit its product to the targeted customers. Television and advertising together present a 

lethal combination and has become an integral part of modern society. It is the most convenient 

route to reach their targeted consumers. Thus, television commercials are designed in such a way 

that to attract the customer and create an intention for buying a company’s product instead of other 

similar products from other companies. This study aimed at finding the advertisement 

effectiveness of amazon great Indian festival. The present study was conducted on 120 

respondents, to know the impact of the advertisement effectiveness of amazon great Indian festival 

on their buying behavior. The results revealed the importance of advertisement on the buying 

behavior of customers. 

 

Keywords: Television advertising, purchase intention, great Indian festival 
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Introduction 

 
Television advertisements reach larger, more 

audiences in such a short span of time. It attracts well 

attention, awareness and provides general information 

about the brand/ products. Now a day’s television is 

one of the strongest medium of communication which 

communicates the information regarding the product 

or service. The television is a mass media, which can 

influence the individual’s behaviour, life style and the 

living standard by cultural and regional differences. 

Many marketers of the big multinational companies to 

advertise their product to the general public use. 

Television advertisements creates, builds and grows 

brands, it builds brand fame and keeps brands alive in 

customer’s mind for such a long period. It is a 

powerful driver to customers when introducing a new 

brand or product to the market. Television advertising 

allows advertisers the flexibility to use various 

approaches/strategies and different communication 

modes to make their ads memorable and emotional, 

depending on the product or service or on their 

targeted audience. When comparing to other mediums, 

television advertising gets mass sweep audience. 

Television advertising has been a popular medium for 

large retailers from the time it began to appear in living 

rooms. As to admire the audience every advertiser 

plays a vital role in advertising with their creativity 

levels and which helps the small business to run 

effectively and helps to make on their regular 

customers. Television advertisements helps media 

buyers and sellers alike understand each advertising 

campaign on a deeper level, by finding where they’re 

falling, it is easy to optimize their campaign and reach 

their desired goal. Television advertisement is the 

most influential media even there is no acting of 

purchase the product still remains in our 

consciousness. 

 

Amazon Great Indian Festival 
 

Amazon's Great Indian Festival will bring a large 

number of great deals on top-selling products. Apart 

from basic discounts, Amazon will also offer a number 

of bundled offers in the form of product exchange, 

payment offers, and other cashback offers on select 

products. Most 'steal' deals will be available for a 

limited period. 

 

Objectives of the Study 
 

• To understand the advertising strategies 

adopted by Amazon to promote their great Indian 

festival. 

• To examine the different opinions, taste and 

preference of advertisements on various brands from 

the customer’s side. 

 

Review of Literature 
 

Kazemi and Esmaeili (2010) examined the influence 

of advertising on consumers’ brand choice with 

reference to chocolate industry in India. The findings 

represent those advertisements are the major source of 

awareness of Cadbury Dairy Milk, while TV is the 

most effective medium. The study, through the survey 

of 538 randomly selected consumers of Pune, 

examined the role played by media on consumer brand 

choice of Cadbury Dairy Milk (chocolate brand). 

Results revealed that 37.7% of the consumers prefer 

Cadbury Dairy Milk more than other brands of 

chocolate and advertisement (52.6%) is the major 

cause for this brand preference. TV advertising was 

most preferred by 78.8% of the respondents of all the 

media used. 

 

Singh (2012) on the impact of advertisement on the 

brand preference of aerated drinks revealed that there 

was an effect of the advertisements on the consumers 

as to the choice of their brand. According to the study, 

for instance, there was a significant relationship 

between advertisements and the choice of the brand. It 

also suggests that the most preferable medium of 

advertisements is television followed by internet and 

outdoor media. In addition, newspapers and radio have 

low rating as compared to other media. There is 

immense impact of advertisements on consumers as 

83% respondents said that can recall the 

advertisements of the brands they prefer. This recall 

helps them in decision making while making a 

purchase. Gathering experience from the study the 

researcher opined that advertising is an important 

aspect of the companies to promote their product, and 

generate sales. Likewise, it is also important for the 

companies to know whether their advertisements are 
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effective or not concerning purchasing behavior of 

consumers. 

 

Michael (2012) critically analyzed the impact of media 

on consumers’ brand preference regarding carbonated 

beverage market. The data collected through the 

survey shows that brand preference exists in the 

carbonated beverage market and the media efforts 

affect consumer preferences and their brand choice. 

Out of eight different carbonated beverage brands 

which included in the study, Coca-Cola ranked the top 

position as preferred brand in carbonated beverage 

industry. According to this study, advertisement and 

taste are the major factors resulting in the success of 

Coca Cola. It is evident that advertisement is the major 

source of awareness of Coca-Cola and television is the 

most effective medium as cited by most of the 

respondents. 

 

Research Methodology 
 

The present study was conducted among customers in 

the age group of 20 -32. A sample of certain 

respondents was selected for the study. A self-

designed questionnaire was used for collecting the 

responses of the customers to identify the influence of 

TV Advertisements. Along with the usual statistical 

tools such as tables and percentage method were used 

for analyzing the data and arriving at the conclusion. 
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Gender * Satisfied by the offers provided by Amazon Great Indian Festival Crosstabulation 

  

Satisfied by the offers provided by Amazon Great Indian 

Festival 

Total 

Strongly 

agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Gender Male 13 10 10 2 2 37 

Female 50 19 8 4 2 83 

Total 63 29 18 6 4 120 

 

 

 
 

Chi-Square Tests 

  Value df 

Asymp. 

Sig. (2-

sided) 

Pearson 

Chi-Square 

9.119a 4 .058 

Likelihood 

Ratio 

8.842 4 .065 

Linear-by-

Linear 

Association 

6.148 1 .013 

N of Valid 

Cases 

120     

a. 4 cells (40.0%) have expected count 

less than 5. The minimum expected 

count is 1.23.  
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Findings & Suggestions 
 

The findings depict positive impact of TV 

advertisement on customers’ attention to 

advertisement of products/ services, informing about a 

particular brand, selecting and afterwards purchasing 

a brand product and changing previous brand after 

being informed of a new brand. As a decision-making 

member, as regards purchasing and consumption, 

women consumers are also exposed to television 

viewing. It is likely that advertisements have the 

tendency of influencing on consumer behaviour. 

 

Conclusion and Scope for Future Research 
 

Advertising plays a very important role in society, 

particularly in developed countries that have well 

developed mass communication infrastructures. The 

study provides interesting findings through correlation 

analysis. As people from different ages and 

professions including young group tend to be ardent  

 

users of new and social media, marketing efforts 

through advertising in these newer forms of media 

should be directed at future research. Moreover, a 

comparison of adverts effectiveness between different 

media remains largely under investigated and under 

exploited. In addition, research should focus on 

examining the nature and content of advertising that 

may involve issues of ethics, consumers taste and 

preference. The study can be further extended to 

identify the influence of advertisement on various 

stages of the purchase decision which includes 

prepurchase, evaluation of alternatives, purchase and 

repurchase of the product. 
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Abstract 

This study understands  the social media platform TikTok that drives user satisfaction to improve 

business performance during the COVID-19 pandemic in Indonesia. Running a business using 

social media can make it possible to promote a product or service in a var iety of w ays. They w 

ill be able to adopt a particular social netw orking platform if it can fulfill their business goals. 

This study used 150 samples of Indonesian student data using an online questionnaire. 

Furthermore, the analytical method used is Pearson correlation and regression. The findings of this 

study reveal that user satisfaction w ith TikTok social media has led to customer engagement, 

personal branding, and promotion. Marketers can adopt social media applications that can provide 

a level of satis faction using these applications in improving their business performance. 
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Introduction 

 
The COVID-19 pandemic  that has afflicted the 

majority of countries has fundamentally impacted 

entrepreneurial  financing  (How ell,  Lerner,  Nanda 

& Tow nsend,  2020). For example,  during the issuing  

of a Movement Control Order, fast-food 

establishments  such as KFC, McDonald's,  and Subw 

ay  experienced  a shift in demand and income (Kee,  

Mohd Nazr,  et al., 2021). This has a financial and 

economic impact on Starbucks because it has shaken 

the global economy, especially the food  and  beverage 

industries  (Sinha,  2021). Follow  the mainstream  by 

inventing,  understanding product qualities, and 

customer preferences if entrepreneurs w ant 

consumers to be interested in local products and build 

purchasing pow er (Anw ar, 2018). As a result, the 

correct digitization strategy is critical  for  achieving  

company  objectives  and  developing  products  or  

services  that  are  more competitive  (Fitriasari,  2020).  

On  the  other  hand, businesses  are starting to 

formulate business performance to inspire their 

thinking (Mejri, MacVaugh & Tsagdis, 2018). Mejri 

(2018) says that the application  of  relevant  know 

ledge  in companies  is beneficial for product outpu t, 

innovation and orientation of active commodity 

markets, and sustainable business development. While 

COVID-19 threatens businesses of all sizes, social 

netw orks are offering new tools designed expressly to 

assist small enterprises in surviving the epidemic. 

Facebook, for example, has announced shops, a new 

tool that w ill allow retailers to exhibit and sell their 

products on the netw ork. The move comes as many 

shops w ere forced to close their physical storefronts 

due to the COVID-19 outbreak, and many are now  

eager  to  sell  online.  Meanw hile,  Instagram  has  

introduced  a new  feature  to  assist  small companies 

in making sales, this time in the form of gift cards, 

meal orders, and fundraiser stickers that can be shared 

through Stories. 

 

TikTok is another video creation softw are that has 

grown in popularity, according to Mullery (2021). 

When individuals are unable to travel, TikTok has 

become an excellent platform for businesses and 

customers to trade and share their lives by posting 

short interactive videos. It en ables users to create, 

share, and respond to short-form music video content. 

TikTok users have utilized the program to share audio 

samples of their dancing, acting, and exercising videos 

w ith their pals. Users can also w atch other people's 

videos by using thumbs or bookmarks. Mullery (2021) 

further said that TikTok is the second most dow 

nloaded iPhone app in 2020 w ith serves to capture the 

imagination of people and organizations regardless of 

age, location, or gender. Furthermore, TikTok's 

algorithm selects w hich types of content are exposed 

to various types of view ers. From a brand view point, 

early entry into the TikTok market can be uncharted 

ground. Most brands w ould never consider this, yet 

the TikTok platform is seeing a significant increase in 

popularity. TikTok's new brands are frequently the 

major creators of it. These content makers are 

professionals at creating viral material that w ill help 

them achieve  a  large  number  of  view s  by  exposing  

their  business  to  one  of  the  most  appealing 

economically engaged groups. Branded campaigns w 

ith influencers are frequently one of the most 

straightforw ard w ays for entrepreneurs  to get 

involved on TikTok. When it comes to developing 

TikTok content,  many entrepreneurs  don't know w 

here to begin; partnering w ith influe ncers is a w 

onderful w ay to get started. (Jeffries, 2020). 

 

The ability to sell and buy items on the platform is a 

major concern for consumers and businesses. 

Customers may examine things from all over the w 

orld and enjoy favorable prices w ithout leaving their 

homes thanks to this method of selling and buying 

products via live streaming. Businesses may save 

money on rent, PR, advertising, and other expenses, 

and TikTok gives tools for merchants to self-serve 

advertising. As a result of this app, an increasing 

number of businesses are selling through TikTok 

(Tiktok algorithm for, 2020). As a response, the site is 

gaining 250 million unique users per day, w ith up to 

500 million people active each month. This is because 

this app gives a big number of customers to merchants. 

Merchants can gain manufacturer collaboration 

through negotiations w ith Taobao, Tmall, Jingdong, 

and other platforms, and immediately hang their 

commodity links in the commodity  w indow  of  their  

TikTok  for  consumers  to  purchase  (TikTok for bus 

iness, 2020). Even though the impact of COVID-19 on 

small and medium-sized firms (SMEs) is insufficient, 

it is obvious  that they are nonetheless  affected by the 

crisis. (Doshi et al., 2018; Kumar et al., 2018; 
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Yerramilli  et al., 2018). According to Razavi and 

AbAziz (2017), SMEs make up a major share of the 

population in developing countries. Doshi et al. (2018) 

revealed that before the COVID -19 boom, e-

commerce had already begun to take off by giving an 

effective w ay to sell products to specific poor 

countries or enterprises w ith w eak markets. In the 

short term, e-commerce has improved today's 

developing countries' sales issues; how ever, in the 

long term, this developing country has directly 

profited from the development of e-commerce. Social 

media, in addition to e-commerce and internet 

technology, is utilized to help SMEs grow . As 

globalization progresses, they have more opportunit 

ies to grow , and the size of SMEs grow s (Razavi & 

AbAziz, 2017). This view point is supported by Ha, 

Khapova,  and Lysova (2018),  w ho claim that SMEs 

are more adaptable, flexible, and innovative, making 

them better suited for e-commerce. Evidence of e-

commerce trends during the COVID-19 pandemic is 

presented in Kee, Nasser et al. (2021), w hen Pos 

Malaysia couriers had to w ork overtime even during 

the pandemic due to increasing demand, so many 

packages had to be sent to clients. Several companies  

have recognized the value of the TikTok platform and 

are using it to sell their products. Chipotle, a fast-food 

restaurant, is currently filming food promotions, 

running competitions for TikTok users, and submitting 

funny videos at their locations, according to 

Brandastic (2020). The National Basketball 

Association (NBA) and National Football League 

(NFL) released highlight game cameos via TikTok. 

 

TikTok took a w hile, but the platform eventually 

introduced official channels for brands to advertise. 

For example, TopView Ads are videos that appear as 

soon as the user opens the app, In -Feed Native Ads 

are videos that appear in the users' feed as they scroll, 

Branded Hashtag Challenges are videos that inspire 

users to form submissions using a specific hashtag, 

Branded Effects are impact filters to use during a video 

to feature brand-specific information, and Brand 

Takeover is full-screen static or dynamic display ads 

that capture view s (Flores, 2020). The purpose of this 

research is to explore how social media platforms,  

particularly Tik Tok, assist in the improvement of 

company performance during the COVID-19 

epidemic. The researcher w ishes to reveal how Tik 

Tok provides satisfaction to consumer consumers, 

causing them to continue using TikTok, thus 

improving the company's performance. During the 

COVID-19 epidemic, social media has evolved as one 

of the most effective marketing tools for improving 

business performance. 

 

Moreover, The diminishing volume of various 

commercial transactions is one of the causes of the 

economy's  recession and slow ness. There are several 

types  of businesses that are surviving and grow ing 

during the COVID-19 pandemic, such as MSMEs that 

shift production to health products such as masks  and 

hand sanitizers.  This is considered in line w ith efforts  

to gain a competitive advantage through product 

innovation and market needs and w ants dynamics ( 

Taufik A, Esti H, 2018). Various forms of business 

engagement can benefit from various innovations. 

Interaction in the business w orld can take the form of 

a B2B (Business to Business) model w here business 

transactions occur betw een business  people and other 

business people, B2C (Business to Consumer) 

business interactions that are carried out by producers 

to consumers directly, C2C (Consumer to Consumer) 

business interactions that are carried out by individuals 

(consumers) to other individuals (consumers), C2B 

(Consumer  to Business)  business  interactions  that 

are carried out by an individual to other individuals  

(Sandhusen, R. 2008). 

 

Furthermore, the use of physical or social separation 

during COVID-19 has consequences for the transition   

of   traditional  commercial  activities   to  the  internet  

(Patma,  Wardana,  Wibow o  & Narmaditya, 2020). 

The pandemic is compelling SME managers to use 

free social media since they are conscious  of the costs  

during this crisis  state,  allow ing managers to 

immediately reach their customers (Effendi, Sugandini 

& Istanto, 2020). Social media is a low -cost 

technology that allow s SMEs to engage w ith their 

customers at a low cost. He, and Zhang (2019). 

According to Aifuw a et al. (2020),  the  COVID-19  

epidemic  has a negative relationship  w ith the 

financial and non-financial performance of private 

Nigerian enterprises. Hidayati and Yansi (2020) 

discovered a drop in demand for goods and services on 

MSME sales in Jakarta. Because social media 

platforms such as TikTok, Instagram, Facebook, and 

WhatsApp are generally accessible to everyone, they 

take advantage of this opportunity by selling things via 
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social media platforms such as TikTok, Instagram, 

Facebook, and WhatsApp.  Furthermore,  this  method  

is  seen  as low -cost and straightforw ard, w hich 

develops confidence betw een manufacturers and 

customers. This enables them to observe real-time 

products being sold on social media channels, along w 

ith constructive feedback or testimonials. Likew ise, 

the International Labour Organization (ILO) revealed 

in 2020 that more than 60% of the surveyed firms 

reported  insufficient  cash  flow  to  pay  expenses  

such  as employee salaries  and other company 

expenses. MSMEs in Indonesia w ere also 

significantly damaged by the COVID-19 epidemic, 

thus to overcome the challenge, MSMEs w ere 

broadening their sales or marketing channels through 

the use of social media (Syaifullah, Syaifudin, 

Sukendar, & Junaedi 2021). Syaifullah et al. (2021) 

also found that  using  social  media  for  marketing  

has  improved  MSMEs'  sales,  customer  connections, 

productivity, and innovation. 

 

Li et  al.  (2020)  revealed  that  social media  plays  a 

vital role in distributing information such as 

government and industry policies, allow ing 

entrepreneurs to be more aw are of policy alterations 

that have a significant impact on business 

performance. Yasa et al. (2020) stated that social 

media has permeated every level of society and every 

facet of human activity. As a result, it assists business 

ow ners in reaching their target market, 

communicating their products, and maintaining 

positive client connections.  Furthermore,  adopting 

social media as a marketing tool assists  business  ow 

ners in establishing marketing competenc ies such as 

market sensing and customer connection, both of w 

hich can have an impact on business performance 

(Tarsakoo & Peerayuth, 2019). The quality of social 

media content has a significant impact on business  

performance; judgments on consistent active presence 

should be made platform by the platform to help 

promote client involvement on social media (Tafesse  

&  Wien,  2018).  It  also  assists  businesses  in  raising  

aw areness  and  improving  client relationships   

(Pourkhani,  Abdipour,  Baher,  &  Moslehpour,  

2019).  Furthermore,  social  media marketing efforts 

have a substantial impact on brand recognition, brand 

image, and brand loyalty. A structural equation model 

w as used to demonstrate this (Bilgin, 2018). 

Companies have seen that using social media has 

enhanced brand aw areness and image. Gutierrez, 

Ugalde, and Radhakrishnan (2019). According to 

Radhakrishnan and Ugalde (2019), despite the 

disadvantages, there are benefits to consider, such as 

corporations adopting social media to give clear 

messaging and ensure online imagery reflects their 

brand image. 

 

Mohammedhussen  and  Abdulnasir  (2019)  

emphasize  the  primary advantages  of soc ial media 

in business.  According to the findings of a study on 

the role of social media marketing in value co - 

creation and engagement among smartphone users in 

China and Hong Kong, social media marketing is 

effective in fostering value co-creation, engagement, 

repurchase, and future behavior (Cheung, Pires, 

Rosenberger, Leung, & Ting, 2020). During the 

COVID-19 pandemic, Susanto et al. (2021) 

investigated  the  interaction  betw een  social  media  

and  business.  In  this  study ,  67  percent  of 

respondents  stated  that  the  use  of  social media  had  

improved  their business  in terms  of cost - 

effectiveness   and  overall  performance  improvement  

as  a  result  of  the  COVID -19  epidemic. Businesses 

may quickly gather input from clients through social 

media, w hich helps them enhance their business 

performance. Meanwhile, Xu, Yan, and Zhang (2019) 

analyzed TikTok as their subject to  determine  how  

this  social media  app  grew  famous.  It  w as  due to 

the variety of marketing promotion  strategies.  

TikTok's  popularity  w as aided by its advertising 

marketing and numerous offline and online activities 

to broaden the communication venue, in addition to 

the star promotion of exploiting the celebrity effect. 

Furthermore, it w as demonstrated that TikTok has a 

substantial impact on  successfully  reaching  its  target 

audience through generating sales  through TikTok 

(Azpeitia, 2021). 

 

According to Weiss (Su, Baker, Doyle, & Yan, 2020), 

the TikTok app attracted 12 million US users in March 

2020 and a total of 52.2 million global users, making 

it the most dow nlo aded non-gaming app on the Apple 

app store in the first quarter of 2020. TikTok is 

exploding due to the COVID -19 pandemic, w hich has 

kept most people at home. One of TikTok's unique 

algorithm features is that if a user w atches a video in 

its entirety, it is more likely to appear in other users' 

feeds than if they merely w atch for a brief amount of 
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time. Furthermore, it gives good editing skills, allow 

ing users to employ video editing elements such as 

accessible filters, stickers, effects, and music to make 

promotional films (Memon, 2020). As a result, w e 

have developed three hypotheses to investigate 

throughout our conversation (see Figure 1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Research Framework

 

H1: There is a positive relationship betw een user 

satisfaction from using social media on customer 

engagement. 

 

The law of reciprocity is a social standard that requires 

one positive activity to be follow ed by another 

positive action (Memom, 2020). For example, if a user 

likes, comments on, and shares another user's post, it 

encourages other users to do the same for that user.  

 

Mullery (2021) stated that TikTok is a community and 

that assisting others can go a long w ay tow ard helping 

each other. According t o McGlew (2021), a common 

question a social media user may ask is w hether they 

need a huge number of follow ers to become viral or 

get clients. TikTok users, on the other hand, have a 

chance for their videos  to  appear  on  the  "For  You  

Page" even  if  they only  have a few  follow ers.  The 

TikTok application necessitates the regular posting of 

high-quality material (Riley, 2021). TikTok's 

algorithm gives a high degree of pleasure to users since 

it requires few er efforts to interact w ith clients 

because it provides all of the necessary functionalities 

and help. This pleasure encourages users to continue 

using  TikTok  and  posting  content  regularly,  

resulting  in  effective  engagement  w ith  potential 

consumers. 

 

 

H2: There is a positive relationship betw een user 

satisfaction from using social media on personal 

branding. 

 

Mullery (2020) also stated that posting videos w hen 

our follow ers are most active w ould assist our video 

building engagement w ith other people in a short 

period. This enhances the likelihood of our films  

being  exposed  to  more  users.  Personal  branding  is  

the  deliberate  process  of  building, positioning, and 

sustaining a favorable image of oneself based on one's 

distinctive particular traits, w hich  ensures  audiences  

(Gorbatov,  Khapofa,  & Lysova,  2018). TikTok gives 

users  access  to Follow ers' Activity, w hich lets them 

arrange the timing of their posts. It is expected that if 

a user is satisfied w ith this function, he or she w ould 

continue to use the app and eventually develop a strong 

personal brand. 

 

H3:There is a positive relationship betw een user 

satisfaction from using social media  on promotion 

Relevant hashtags, trending music, etc allow videos to 

get featured and gain more likes and follow ers. Widen 

(2020) mentioned that the more TikTok videos are 

created and posted, the more the possibility of the 

videos to get into FYP or “For You Page”, the first 

Business  Performance 
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Media) 

Customer 
H1                                Engagement 

 
H2 

 

H3                                    Personal 
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feed someone gets to see right after opening the app. 

TikTok videos that are generated and posted, the more 

likely they are to appear on the FYP w hich is the first 

feed that someone sees after opening the app. 

Instagram, too, offers a similar option, notably the 

Instagram Explore Page (Widen, 2020). Why w ould 

someone use the app if they w ere dissatisfied w ith it? 

Users of social media are more likely to be satisfied if 

they feel it is simple and w orthw hile to devote their 

time to a particular app. Several literature studies and 

facts have previously been presented to counter the 

benefits of Tik  Tok in making it easier for users ' 

intentions to manage their business. As a result, Tik 

Tok gives a high degree of pleasure, allow ing people 

to keep using Tik Tok. 

  

Sample and procedure 

  

Research Method  
the distribution of a Google form containing 22 

questions w as given to students at several univer sities 

in Indonesia, namely UNIB, UNSRI, UI, and UNPAD.   

Random participants to explore how social media, 

especially Tik Tok, helps business performance during 

the COVID-19 pandemic. Respondents totaling 150 

samples w ere used to perform the analysis. In 

addition, w e managed to collect data on the behavior 

of respondents in the use of social media (Tik Tok). 

This set consists of 5 items that ask about their 

personal experience of using Tik Tok daily. 

 

Measures 

The researcher used a four-section questionnaire that 

included demographic information, personal 

experience, happiness w ith Tik Tok usage, and the 

impact on business performance. Except for the 

demographic information, all sections used a 5-point 

Likert scale. We asked respondents to rate their level 

of agreement w ith each statement (1=strongly 

disagree; 5=strongly agree). Part 1 (demographic 

information) has six items that allow respondents to 

provide personal information such as gender, age, 

race,  nationality,  occupation,  and  entrepreneurship.  

Part  2  (personal experience  w ith  Tik  Tok) includes  

5 questions  about the Tik Tok application's user 

experience, such as w hether they have installed the 

application, how long they have been using it, and so 

on. Part 3 (impact of satisfaction using Tik Tok) has 5 

things that raise concerns about the impact of Tik Tok 

and its impact on user behavior. Part 4 (effect on 

business performance) assesses the impact on business 

performance as a result of the Tik Tok application's 

satisfaction. This component included six questions, 

tw o for each variable: customer engagement, personal 

branding, and promotion. The descriptive analysis, 

Pearson correlation, and regression analysis w ere all 

performed in parts 3, 4. 

 

Results 
 

The number of respondents is 150 users of the Tik Tok 

application in Indonesia w ith most of them aged betw 

een 21 and 23 (69 and 40 percent), the majority are w 

omen (72 percent) with those surveyed being 

entrepreneurs or small business ow ners, product 

agents, shippers, or resellers.  
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Figure 2. Descriptive Analysis of Respondents’ Demography (N = 150) 

 
Figure 3,4,5,6 show s the summary of the data of respondent personal experience using TikTok 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. T he purpose of T ik t ok users                   Figure 4. T ik t ok users on smart phones 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.T ik t ok for product promotion       Figure 6. T ype of use t ik t ok                Figure 7. T ime durat ion using T ik T ok 

 
T able  1. Descriptive  Statistics,  Cronbach’ s  Coefficients  Alpha,  Zero-OrderCorrelations of All 

Variables 
Variables 1 2 3 4 

1. User satisfaction 

2. Customer Engagement 
 

3. Personal Branding 
 

4. Promotion 

0.894 

0.645** 
 

0.663** 
 

0.657** 

 
0.847 

 

0.510** 
 

0.685** 

 

 
 

0.858 
 

0.526** 

 

 
 
 
 

0.678 

M 4.12 3.78 4.11 3.95 

SD 0.77 0.90 0.80 0.82 

Note: N = 100; *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. Diagonal entries in bold indicate Cronbach’ s Coefficient  Alpha; 

M = Mean; SD = Standard Deviation. 



 

 

Table 1 represents the descriptive statistics , Cronbach 

alpha, and correlations for all variables in the study. 

Variables 2–3 contained tw o items eac h, w hereas the 

first variable (user satisfaction) contained five items, 

and all of the items in all four variables w ere given in 

the questionnaire on a five-point Likert scale. The 

Cronbach alpha for user satisfaction (= 0.894), 

customer engagement (= 0.847), and personal 

branding (= 0.858) all indicate a significant 

relationship betw een the collection of elements in 

each category, w ith values ranging from 0.8 to 0.9. 

Meanw hile, the Cronbach alpha for successful  

promotion (= 0.678) suggests  that the association 

betw een the collection of elements inside this 

component is strong enough to be accepted, w ith a 

value close to 0.7. Moreover, the correlation 

coefficient for all of the relationships is positive. In 

fact, coefficients ranging from 0.510 to 0.685 suggest 

a substantial positive association betw een the 

variables. These positive numbers indicate that w hen 

the value of one variable rises, the value of another 

rises as w ell. To begin, the coefficient value (=  0.510)  

indicates  that  consumer  engagement  and  personal 

branding  have  a moderately good association.   

Customers  engage  more  actively  w ith  intriguing,  

innovative,  and  transformative information and 

experiences, according to Tafesse & Wien (2017). For 

example, on Tik Tok, users can  create  movies  based  

on  a  trending  hashtag,  music,  and  video  effect,  

allow ing  them  to communicate w ith customers on a 

more personal level and reply to their comments and 

inquirie s, thereby increasing customer engagement. 

When consumer interaction rises, customers w ill be 

able to construct their brand unconsciously, w hich is 

w hy it's called personal branding. 

 

The coefficient value (= 0.685) indicates that 

consumer involvement and promotion have a stronger 

relationship. TikTok produces a popularity w ave by 

engaging w ith targeted audiences through the use of 

trending hashtags, music, and effects. It means that a 

big number of people w ill see and react to the videos,  

espec ially  if  they  are  advertisement-like  or  soft-

selling  marketing  videos.  This  method explains how 

consumer interaction leads to a successful promotion. 

A person's brand is the unique combination of talents 

and experiences that define w ho they are and w hat 

they do (Geyser, 2020). Through  deliberate  self-

marketing  and  self-promotion,  effective  personal 

branding  distinguishes oneself from other 

professionals  in their area.  You can get most 

consumers to like, engage, and provide their opinions 

if you have a strong personal brand. Satisfied 

customers w ill not only continue to support the 

business but w ill also help to market it to others. 

Furthermore, they may often boost various promotion 

activities on brand pages to raise engagement and 

audienc e size. As a w hole, it can be argued that 

personal branding and effective promotion have a 

considerable beneficial relationship. 

 

 

 

 
 

As  show n  in  Table  2  user  satisfaction  w as  used  

as  the  independent  variable  to  examine  the 

relationships betw een customer engagement, personal 

branding, and effective promotion. As a result, The 

results of the regression analysis show ed that testing 

the three hypotheses show ed that H1, H2, and H3 w 

ere acceptable. Tik Tok user satisfaction has a 

relationship w ith all three dimensions of business 

success (customer interaction, personal branding, and 

promotion). 

 

Discussion 
 

The first hypothesis (H1) states that there is a link betw 

een customer engagement and satisfaction w ith social 

media (Tik Tok). The score of 0.646** indicates that 

the satisfaction of user s has a substantial impact on 

the process of engaging w ith consumers and targeted 

T able 2. Summary of Regression  Analysis 
Customer Engagement Personal Branding Promotion 

Variable entered                  Beta Variable entered                            Beta Variable entered                       Beta 

(R2  Changes = 0.417) Satisfaction 

0.646** 

(R2  Changes = 0.441) Satisfaction 

0.664** 
(R2 Changes = 0.432)Satisfaction 

0.658** 

Note: N = 100; *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001 
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audiences. Unlike other social media platforms,  

TikTok  does  not  necessitate  the  creation of an 

audience beforehand.  The video w ill automatically 

speed up the pace in the algorithm if you create 

original stuff. Users must first be happy w ith the tools 

provided to create short, fashionable, and interesting 

videos to market their brand before they may create 

content. Indeed, every effect, such as hashtags, music, 

and filters, aid s users in getting their video to show in 

other people's feeds, increasing engagement w ith the 

target audiences. 

 

Many people w ere reportedly forced to work from 

home because they w ere unable to travel to w ork 

unless the job allow ed them to do so directly. As a 

result, social media has served as a platform for them 

to carry out their duties, notably in the realm of online 

business. Hypothesis (H1) is so accepted. The second 

hypothesis (H2) w as created to show that there is a 

link betw een user satisfaction w ith social media (Tik 

Tok) and personal branding. The result of 0.664** 

indicated that Tik Tok users' contentment  had a 

considerable impact on their branding. Since the 

epidemic caused chaos  in the economy, some brands 

and even businesses have gone bankrupt as a result of 

the loss of business.  

 

Meanw hile,  TikTok  gives  company  ow ners  a w ay 

to construct,  manage,  and re-build personal branding.  

In  comparison  to  other  social media  platforms,  

TikTok  quickly  grow s  a significant audience.  

TikTok  offers  users  to  select  dow nload  and  duet  

options,  letting  videos  be  shared indefinitely across 

all social media platforms. The nicest aspect about 

TikTok is that non -follow ers can contact businesses 

using TikTok's capabilities. A business ow ner, for 

example, may have posted a packing video and 

mentioned the buyer in it. The buyer can then dow 

nload the video and share it w ith their contacts on 

other social media platforms including WhatsApp, 

Instagram, and Facebook. When more potential buyers 

become interested in the product, they w ill begin to 

follow , contact, and interact w ith the company. As a 

result, the second hypothesis (H2) is confirmed. 

 

The third hypothesis (H3) states that there is a link 

betw een user happiness w ith social media (Tik Tok) 

and effective promotion. The score of 0.658** 

indicates that the user's pleasure with TikTok has a 

considerable impact on the promotion. In the case that 

TikTok's algorithm differs from those of other social 

media platforms. Tik Tok inadvertently functions as a 

promotion tool w hen users learn to enjoy the 

happiness they get from using the app regularly, w 

ithout the users having to w ork hard for it. Regarding 

examples for promotion, w e've heard of direct selling, 

radio, and personal approach. How ever, Tik Tok users 

are not obligated to do so; in fact, doing so may result 

in their videos being shadow -banned. The only effort 

TikTok users must make is to create unique content 

and add some additional effects, all of w hich are 

provided by Tik Tok. The next thing w e know , the 

videos are show ing up in a lot of people's feeds, w 

hich w e call "effortless promotion." As a result, the 

thir d hypothesis has been accepted. Overall, the 

findings and debate show that w hile social media does 

not have an impact on business performance, users 

should be content w ith the services and features that 

are accessible. 

 

Conclusion 
 

This sense of fulfillment encourages users to use social 

media regularly, w hile also improving the process by 

w hich users carry out their commercial tasks, 

resulting in enhanced business perform ance. This  

feature  is  critical in the current circumstances  in 

Indonesia,  w here e-commerce is rapidly grow ing. 

According to the findings of this research, TikTok user 

satisfaction is highly related to all three dimensions of 

business performance (customer engagement, 

personal branding, and effective promotion). As a 

result, it has been established that social media aids 

company performance during the COVID-19 

epidemic.  Shortly after the COVID-19 pandemic  

broke out, the number of social media users 

skyrocketed, ow ing to travel limitations. TikTok has 

also grow n significantly, w ith 500 million monthly 

active users and 250 million daily unique users. Users 

are urged to use social media as a tool to improve 

overall business performance, based on the favorable 

conclusion reached in the analysis of the results and 

the huge grow th in the usage of social media. 

 

Most importantly, TikTok's contentment has 

encouraged consumers to use the app regularly, 

resulting in improved business performance. 

According to the data, TikTok is beginning to acquire 
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traction in Indonesia as a marketing tool for promoting 

products and services. Social netw orking is the w ay 

of the future for advertising one's brand or business. 

The trend of video marketing isn't going aw ay 

anytime soon. Ac cording to research, 85 percent of 

respondents want to see more videos from brands. 

According to research, more than 67 percent of users 

are considering using TikTok to promote their brand, 

therefore there is a lot of space for development in the 

number of user subscribers who w ill use TikTok for 

commercial purposes. During the coronavirus, the 

app's reach and engagement increased due  to  a surge 

in new  users  w ho aren't in the traditional teenager  

demographic.  In conclusion, entrepreneurs can use 

TikTok as a publicity tool to gain client interaction. 

TikTok can also be used as a marketing tool to help 

people build their brands. The significance of social 

media in business has never been greater. The results 

revealed how important social media marketing has 

become since the COVID-19 pandemic. Because a 

pandemic is a w orldw ide occurrence, these findings 

are likely t o be applicable in a variety of countries.  
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Abstract 

Besides its worrying effects on human life, the novel strain of coronavirus has the potential to 

significantly slow down the global economy. Several industries have been adversely impacted due 

to the spread of COVID-19. It is evident that the global economy is grinding to a halt. As business 

close to help prevent transmission of COVID-19, financial concerns and job losses are one of the 

first human impacts of the virus. We have seen the significant economic impact of the coronavirus 

on financial markets and vulnerable industries such as manufacturing, tourism, hospitality and 

travel. Travel and tourism account for 10 % of the global GDP and 50 million jobs are at risk 

worldwide. Global tourism, travel and hospitality companies closing down affects SMEs globally. 

Responding to the crisis requires global cooperation among governments, international 

organisations and the business community, which is at the centre of the World Economic Forum's 

mission as the International Organization for Public-Private Cooperation. The pandemic is also 

expected to have a huge impact on global education. According to UNESCO monitoring, over 100 

countries have implemented nationwide closures, impacting nearly 90 % of the world’s student 

population. School closures impact not only students, teachers and families, but have far reaching 

economic and societal consequences. School closures in response to COVID-19 have shed light 

on various social and economic issues, including student debt, digital learning, food insecurity, 

and homelessness, as well as access to child care, health care, housing, internet and disability 

services. Efforts to stem the spread of COVID-19 through non-pharmaceutical interventions and 

preventive measures such as social-distancing and self-isolation have prompted the widespread 

closure of schooling in over 100 countries. 
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Introduction 

 
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is an 

infectious disease caused by severe acute respiratory 

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-COV-2). The disease 

was first identified in 2019 in Wuhan, the capital of 

China’s Hubei province, and has since spread globally, 

resulting in the 2019-2020 coronavirus pandemic. 

Common symptoms include fever, cough, and 

shortness of breath. Other symptoms may include 

muscle pain, sputum production, diarrhoea, sore 

throat, abdominal pain, and loss of smell or taste. 

While the majority of cases result in mild symptoms, 

some progress to pneumonia and multi-organ failure. 

As of March 25, 2020, the overall rate of deaths per 

number of diagnosed cases is 4.5 percent; ranging 

from 0.2 percent to 15 percent according to age group 

and other health problems. The virus is mainly spread 

during close contact and via respiratory droplets 

produced when people cough or sneeze. Respiratory 

droplets may be produced during breathing but the 

virus is not considered airborne. People may also catch 

COVID-19 by touching a contaminated surface and 

then their face. It is more contagious when people are 

symptomatic, although spread may be possible before 

symptoms appear. The virus can live on surfaces up to 

72 hours. Time from exposure to onset of symptoms is 

generally between two and fourteen days, with an 

average of five days. The standard method of 

diagnosis is by five days. The standard method of 

diagnosis is by reverse transcription polymerase chain 

reaction (rRTPCR) from a nasopharyngeal swab. The 

infection can also be diagnosed from a combination of 

symptoms, risk factors and a chest CT scan showing 

features of pneumonia.  

 

Recommended measures to prevent infection include 

frequent hand washing, social distancing (maintaining 

physical distance from others, especially from those 

with symptoms), covering coughs and sneezes with a 

tissue or inner elbow, and keeping unwashed hands 

away from the face. The use of masks is recommended 

by some national health authorities for those who 

suspect they have the virus and their caregivers, but 

not for the general public, although simple cloth masks 

may be use by those who desire them. There is no 

vaccine or specific antiviral treatment for COVID-19. 

Management involves treatment of symptoms, 

supportive care, isolation and experimental measures.  

The World Health Organisation (WHO) declared the 

2019-2020 coronavirus outbreak a Public Health 

Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) on 30 

January 2020 and a pandemic on 11 March 2020. 

Local transmission of the disease has been recorded in 

many countries across all six WHO regions.  

 

Most people infected with the COVID-19 virus will 

experience mild to moderate respiratory illness and 

recover without requiring special treatment. Older 

people, and those with underlying medical problems 

like cardiovascular disease, diabetes, chronic 

respiratory disease and cancer are more likely to 

develop serious illness.  

 

The best way to prevent and slow down transmission 

is be well informed about the COVID-19 virus, the 

disease it causes and how it spreads. Protect yourself 

and others from infection by washing your hands or 

using an alcohol based rub frequently and not touching 

your face.  

 

The COVID-19 virus spreads primarily through 

droplets of saliva or discharge from the nose when an 

infected person coughs or sneezes, so it’s important 

that you also practice respiratory etiquette (for 

example, by coughing into a flexed elbow).  

 

At this time, there are no specific vaccines or 

treatments for COVID-19. However, there are many 

ongoing clinical trials evaluating potential treatments. 

WHO will continue to provide updated information as 

soon as clinical findings become available.  

 

COVID-19 is thought to have originated in a seafood 

market where wildlife was sold illegally. On February 

7, 2020, Chinese researchers said the virus could have 

spread from an infected animal to humans through 

illegally trafficked pangolins, prized in Asia for food 

and medicine. Scientists have pointed to either bats or 

snakes as possible sources.  

 

Impacts of COVID-19 on Global Education  

 

Over a billion students worldwide are unable to go to 

school or university, due to measures to stop the spread 
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of COVID-19. The pandemic is expected to have a 

huge impact on global education.  

 

According to UNESCO monitoring, over 100 

countries have implemented nationwide closures, 

impacting nearly 90 % of the world’s student 

population. School closures impact not only students, 

teachers and families, but have far reaching economic 

and societal consequences. School closures in 

response to COVID-19 have shed light on various 

social and economic issues, including student debt, 

digital learning, food insecurity, and homelessness, as 

well as access to child care, health care, housing, 

internet and disability services.  

 

Efforts to stem the spread of COVID-19 through non-

pharmaceutical interventions and preventive measures 

such as social-distancing and self-isolation have 

prompted the widespread closure of primary, 

secondary, and tertiary schooling in over 100 

countries.  

 

Impacts of COVID-19 on Global Business 

 

Besides its worrying effects on human life, the novel 

strain of coronavirus has the potential to significantly 

slow down the global economy. Several industries 

have been adversely impacted due to the spread of 

COVID-19 globally. It is evident that the global 

economy is grinding to a halt. As business close to help 

prevent transmission of COVID-19, financial concerns 

and job losses are one of the first human impacts of the 

virus.  

 

We have seen the significant economic impact of the 

coronavirus on financial markets and vulnerable 

industries such as manufacturing, tourism, hospitality 

and travel. Travel and tourism account for 10 % of the 

global GDP and 50 million jobs are at risk worldwide. 

Global tourism, travel and hospitality companies 

closing down affects SMEs globally.  

 

Responding to the crisis requires global cooperation 

among governments, international organisations and 

the business community, which is at the centre of the 

World Economic Forum's mission as the International 

Organization for Public-Private Cooperation.  

 

The Forum has created the COVID Action Platform, a 

global platform to convene the business community 

for collective action, protect people’s livelihoods and 

facilitate business continuity, and mobilize support for 

the COVID-19 response. The platform is created with 

the support of the World Health Organisation and is 

open to all businesses and industry groups, as well as 

other stakeholders, aiming to integrate and inform 

joint action. As an organisation, the Forum has a track 

record of supporting efforts to contain epidemics.  

 

Impacts of COVID-19 on Global Technology: Online 

Education and Challenges faced by Teachers in a 

Rural School during COVID – 19 pandemic 

 

Conducting online class in a rural area is a big 

challenge faced by the teachers because of the digital 

divide, access to devices, many parents are not being 

educated and even network problems. There is a good 

response from parents and students. Some students 

have formed home study groups where they share their 

devices. Also the teachers are facing a lot of problems 

while taking online classes in rural areas due to poor 

network connection. Students in rural areas are facing 

a lot of problems due to poverty, illiterate parents, poor 

data connectivity, lack of access to laptops and 

smartphones, power issues and so on. COVID – 19 

pandemic has created a worse situation in many 

countries. The Government of India has recommended 

moving to online learning as an arrangement to evade 

any disruptions in academic calenders. But when it 

comes to online education, rural population is not 

completely equipped with utilities like fast internet, 

uninterrupted power supply and electronic devices. 

Some of the major challenges of online education in 

rural areas are like lack of digital literacy and 

infrastructural support, limited availability of 

technological devices, lack of familiarity with digital 

technology, shortage of teachers and so on.  

 

Online Education is a kind of education which is taken 

through electronic media like Television, Mobile 

Phone, Laptop, Desktop, PC Tablet, and so on. Online 

Class is taken with the help of the electronic devices. 

Online Classes can be taken easily by sitting at our 

home itself. Today in this age of globalisation, the 

means of communication has become very faster. As a 

result of Globalisation, the means of communication 

has become very faster in this age of Science and 
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Technology. As a result of the advancement of science 

and technology, now we are able to take online classes 

using various kinds of electronic devices. The online 

education includes different types of teachings like 

webinar, classes, meetings, etc. We can use different 

types of social media like Zoom Cloud Meetings, 

Facebook, WhatsApp, Google Meet, and so on. Now 

a days during the time of COVID-19 pandemic, the 

online education has became very important. The 

government has also opened different Massive Open 

Online Course (MOOC) to provide online education to 

students. So, online education has become very 

important during the time of the COVID - 19 

pandemic. Online Education are of great importance 

now-a-days as we can take it easily by sitting at our 

home itself or from any location. We can have online 

education by taking and smart devices like 

smartphone, PC tablet, laptop, desktop, etc. We can 

access to online education easily just by using our 

devices anywhere. Online Education has a great 

significance now-a-days. Since education has a great 

significance, so online education is very important in 

this time of COVID-19 pandemic. As a result of online 

class we can continue our education even during 

lockdown.We can listen to the teachers even without 

going to the school and classroom. It is one of the 

cheapest means of taking classes. We can learn form 

our home itself without going out. It has become more 

important and popular during the time of COVID - 19 

pandemic. 

 

With the help of online education, we can take 

valuable and online classes including webinars, online 

workshops, conferences, meetings and so on. Online 

Education has become very important and popular 

means of communication. Today internet has become 

very useful. We can do many things with the help of 

internet. In this age of 21st century the world has 

totally changed. With the help of internet we can do a 

lot of useful works. Internet has also become very 

useful in educational sector. At present, with the help 

of internet, we can take online class, online 

conference, online examination, online seminar, 

webinars etc. Now a days, Massive Open Online 

Course (MOOC) has been introduced in many schools, 

colleges and university. It has helped the students a lot. 

Infact we can learn many things by sitting at our home 

itself with the help of internet. Internet has helped us a 

lot in this age of science and technology. Today with 

the help of internet, we can do many things like 

playing games, watching video, listening to music, 

reading books, magazines, newspapers, etc. It has 

become very popular among the young generation. We 

can do many things by sitting at our home itself like 

earning money, online shopping, online buying and 

selling of products, business, teaching and learning, 

etc. We get a lot of information by accessing to the 

internet. One can learn about the different events going 

on in the world simply by accessing to the internet. 

Today each and every part of the globe is well 

connected with the help of internet. Earlier if we want 

to reach America, we have to cross seven continents 

and five oceans. But today we can reach it within 24 

hours. We can connect to people in any part of the 

world in no time. We can use different social medias 

like WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram, etc. It has made 

our means of communication very fast. Today it has 

become very popular among people specially the 

young generation. During the time of COVID – 19 

pandemic also, today we are well connected with the 

help of Internet. As a result of lockdown due to the 

Global Coronavirus pandemic, people cannot come 

out from their homes. But still we are well connected 

with the help of Internet. So we cannot ignore the uses 

of Internet in this age of 21st century. Let Internet be 

used for the development of the society. 

 

Conclusion 
 

Coronavirus disease 2019 or COVID - 19 is an 

infectious disease caused by severe acute respiratory 

syndrome coronavirus 2(also known as SARS-COV-

2). The disease was first identified in 2019 in Wuhan, 

the capital city of China’s Hubei province, and has 

since spread globally, resulting in the 2019-2020 

coronavirus or COVID – 19 pandemic. Common 

symptoms include fever, cough, and shortness of 

breath. Other symptoms may include muscle pain, 

sputum production, diarrhoea, sore throat, abdominal 

pain, and loss of smell or taste. While the majority of 

cases result in mild symptoms, some progress to 

pneumonia and multi-organ failure. As of March 25, 

2020, the overall rate of deaths per number of 

diagnosed cases is 4.5 percent; ranging from 0.2 

percent to 15 percent according to age group and other 

health problems. The virus is mainly spread during 

close contact and via respiratory droplets produced 

when people cough or sneeze. Respiratory droplets 
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may be produced during breathing but the virus is not 

considered airborne. People may also catch COVID-

19 by touching a contaminated surface and then their 

face. It is more contagious when people are 

symptomatic, although spread may be possible before 

symptoms appear. The virus can live on surfaces up to 

72 hours. Time from exposure to onset of symptoms is 

generally between two and fourteen days, with an 

average of five days. The standard method of 

diagnosis is by five days. The standard method of 

diagnosis is by reverse transcription polymerase chain 

reaction (rRT-PCR) from a nasopharyngeal swab. The 

infection can also be diagnosed from a combination of 

symptoms, risk factors and a chest CT scan showing 

features of pneumonia. 

 

Recommended measures to prevent infection include 

frequent hand washing, social distancing (maintaining 

physical distance from others, especially from those 

with symptoms), covering coughs and sneezes with a 

tissue or inner elbow, and keeping unwashed hands 

away from the face. The use of masks is recommended 

by some national health authorities for those who 

suspect they have the virus and their caregivers, but 

not for the general public, although simple cloth masks 

may be use by those who desire them. There is no 

vaccine or specific antiviral treatment for COVID-19. 

Management involves treatment of symptoms, 

supportive care, isolation and experimental measures. 

The World Health Organisation (WHO) declared the 

2019-2020 coronavirus outbreak a Public Health 

Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) on 30 

January 2020 and a pandemic on 11 March 2020. 

Local transmission of the disease has been recorded in 

many countries across all six WHO regions. 

 

Most people infected with the COVID-19 virus will 

experience mild to moderate respiratory illness and 

recover without requiring special treatment. Older 

people, and those with underlying medical problems 

like cardiovascular disease, diabetes, chronic 

respiratory disease and cancer are more likely to 

develop serious illness. 

 

The best way to prevent and slow down transmission 

is be well informed about the COVID-19 virus, the 

disease it causes and how it spreads. Protect yourself 

and others from infection by washing your hands or 

using an alcohol based rub frequently and not touching 

your face. 

 

The COVID-19 virus spreads primarily through 

droplets of saliva or discharge from the nose when an 

infected person coughs or sneezes, so it’s important 

that you also practice respiratory etiquette (for 

example, by coughing into a flexed elbow). 

 

At this time, there are no specific vaccines or 

treatments for COVID-19. However, there are many 

ongoing clinical trials evaluating potential treatments. 

WHO will continue to provide updated information as 

soon as clinical findings become available. 

 

COVID-19 is thought to have originated in a seafood 

market where wildlife was sold illegally. On February 

7, 2020, Chinese researchers said the virus could have 

spread from an infected animal to humans through 

illegally trafficked pangolins, prized in Asia for food 

and medicine. Scientists have pointed to either bats or 

snakes as possible sources. 
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Abstract 

Introduction: Financial literacy is knowing the basic financial management principles and 

applying them in day-to-day life. It is also known as the ability to effectively manage one’s 

finances by drawing systematic budgets, paying off debts, making buying and selling decisions, 

and ultimately becoming financially self-sustainable. 

Objective: This study determined the level of financial literacy of the residents of the municipality 

of Badiangan based on financial knowledge and financial behavior. 

Methods: This descriptive research utilized a duly-validated researcher-made questionnaire 

conducted through Google forms among the 20 respondents chosen through stratified random 

sampling technique. The statistical tools used to analyze the data were: mean, standard deviation, 

t-Test, and One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) set at 0.05 level of significance, and 

processed through the use of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). 

Results: The results showed that the level of financial literacy among the residents of Badiangan 

is high in both financial knowledge (M=4.05, SD=3.62) and financial behavior (M=3.95, 

SD=3.62). Moreover, there were no significant differences in the financial knowledge (t(18)=.768, 

p=.453) and behavior (t(18)=2.092, p=.051) of residents when grouped according to sex. Also, 

there were no significant differences in financial knowledge F(2, 17)= .475, p= .630) and behavior 

F(2, 17)= 1.37, p= 2.81) of residents when grouped according to occupation. 

Conclusion: Financial knowledge and financial behavior should be maintained through 

subsequent financial education to improve people’s quality of life.  

 

Keywords: financial behavior, financial knowledge, financial literacy, Municipality of Badiangan, 

community-based survey 
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Introduction 
 

Financial literacy is the ability of an individual to take 

considerable decisions in respect of the effective and 

efficient utilization of money (Rai et al., 2019). It is 

also known as our ability to effectively manage our 

finances by drawing systematic budgets, paying off 

our debts, making buying and selling decisions, and 

ultimately becoming financially self-sustainable. It 

empowers us with basic knowledge of investment 

options, financial markets, and capital budgeting. 

Understanding our money mitigates the danger of 

facing a fraud-like situation. The basic knowledge of 

financial literacy will help people with foreseeing the 

risks and arguing/justify with anyone who is aware 

and well-informed. 

 

Financial literacy is an important component of sound 

financial decision-making. In today’s modern state of 

living, it is crucial for us to hone our financial literacy 

skills, for it will enable us to survive the competitive 

lifestyle patterns of today’s modern world and manage 

our financial resources, especially that our lives are 

becoming more financially dependent (Mitchell et al., 

2009). This will also further us to control our choice 

of purchases and be practical and rational in deciding 

what is best for our financial affairs. As consumers, we 

must also confront complicated financial decisions in 

today’s demanding financial environment, and 

financial mistakes made early in life can be costly 

(Mitchell et al., 2009). Further on, some of us may 

often find ourselves carrying high amounts of loans or 

credit card debt, and such early entanglements can 

hinder our ability to save, accumulate wealth and 

become financially secured. 

 

Previous research has found that financial literacy can 

have important implications for financial behavior and 

people with low financial literacy are more likely to 

have problems with debt (Lusardi and Tufano 2009, as 

cited in Mitchell et al., 2009), less likely to participate 

in the stock market (van Rooij, Lusardi, and Alessie 

2007, as cited in Mitchell et al., 2009), less likely to 

choose mutual funds with lower fees (Hastings and 

Tejeda-Ashton 2008, as cited in Mitchell et al., 2009), 

less likely to accumulate wealth and manage wealth 

effectively (Stango and Zinman 2007; Hilgert, 

Hogarth, and Beverly 2003, as cited in Mitchell et al., 

2009), and less likely to plan for retirement (Lusardi 

and Mitchell 2006, 2007a, 2009). Further on, the study 

of Lusardi and Tufano (2015), showed that the least 

financially savvy incurred high transaction costs, 

paying higher fees and using high-cost borrowing 

methods. Furthermore, the less knowledgeable also 

reported excessive debt loads and an inability to judge 

their debt positions (Lusardi and Tufano, 2015, as 

cited in Lusardi, 2019). 

 

Since Badiangan is a 4th class municipality in the 

province of Iloilo, much of the researches conducted 

within the area revolved around the agricultural and 

economic progression of the municipality along with 

its unique socio-cultural heritage. There have been no 

vital studies regarding how people residing in the 

municipality of Badiangan manage their financial 

resources and their level of financial literacy in 

general. Hence, the researcher opted to specifically 

evaluate the level of financial literacy of the residents 

of the municipality of Badiangan. In addition, since 

Badiangan is still a developing municipality with a 

thriving economic system, this study will be 

considered a pioneering survey evaluating the level of 

financial literacy among its residence. Furthermore, it 

is hypothesized that there were no significant 

differences in the financial knowledge and financial 

behavior of people living in the municipality of 

Badiangan. 

 

Hence, this community-based survey is conducted. 

 

Methodology 
Purpose of the Study and Research Design 

 

The research design used in the study was descriptive 

research. Descriptive research involves gathering data 

that describe events and then organizes, tabulates, 

depicts, and describes the data collection (Glass & 

Hopkins, 2015, as cited in Alegria et al., 2019). In this 

survey, the interpretation, analysis, and gathering of 

data will be used to evaluate the financial literacy of 

people residing in the municipality of Badiangan. 

 

Respondents 

 

The respondents of this study were twenty (20) people 

residing in the municipality of Badiangan identified 
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using a stratified random sampling technique. 

Variables such as sex, socio-economic status, and 

occupation were considered. The respondents came 

from the different barangays of the municipality of 

Badiangan with ten (10) females and ten (10) males. 

  

Instrumentation 

 

The instrument used in the study was a duly-validated 

researcher-made questionnaire was administered 

using Google Forms and sent on an online platform 

such as messenger and e-mail. The questionnaire is 

composed of two parts. Part one includes the personal 

background of the respondents and the second part is 

composed of statements on financial knowledge and 

financial behavior. Responses were strongly agree, 

agree, undecided, disagree, and strongly disagree. A 

letter of consent was also included in the 

questionnaire. 

Data Collection 

 

The survey forms were distributed online through 

Facebook-messenger and e-mail. There was no time 

limit in answering the survey form. As soon as they 

submit their responses, the online survey form 

automatically records the respondents’ data and can be 

downloaded for offline viewing and data analysis. 

 

Data Analysis Procedure 
 

The researcher used Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences (SPSS) as the statistical tool. Descriptive 

analysis used frequency count, means, and standard 

deviation while ANOVA, and t-test for independent 

samples were employed for inferential statistics, set at 

.05 level of significance.  

The scale for the interpretation follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results and Discussion 
 

Table 1 indicates the level of respondents’ financial 

knowledge. Specifically, the data revealed that their 

level of financial knowledge is high as an entire group 

(M=4.05, SD=3.62). 

 

The results indicate that respondents living in the 

municipality of Badiangan were financially  

 

knowledgeable and capable of monitoring their 

finances. Day-to-day financial matters when going to 

the market was perhaps an opportunity in making the 

right choices for better financial standing. 

Furthermore, high levels of financial knowledge were 

probably necessary to make proactive financial 

decisions (Atlas et al., 2019) and better financial 

capability (Peach & Yuan, 2017). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scale Description 

4.20 – 5.00 Very High 

3.40 – 4.19 High 

2.60 – 3.39 Average 

1.80 – 2.59 Low 

1.00 – 1.79 Very Low 
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Table 1. Level of Residents’ Financial Knowledge 

 N M SD Description 

Financial Knowledge 20 4.05 3.62 High 

Legend: N – Number; M – Mean; SD – Standard Deviation; Description; (4.20 – 5.00) – Very High; (3.40 – 4.19) – 

High; (2.60 – 3.39) – Average; (1.80 – 2.59) – Low; (1.00 – 1.79) – Very Low. 

 

Table 2 tells about residents’ high level of financial behavior (M=3.95, SD=3.62). 

 

The respondents living in the municipality of 

Badiangan were probably capable of acquiring, 

allocating, and using their financial resources 

effectively. Moreover, having a high level of financial 

behavior is crucial in aspects such as consumption, 

cash management, savings and investment, and credit 

management (Dew & Xiao, 2011, as cited in LeBaron 

et al., 2020), for it impacts the well-being and status of 

individuals, families, and societies (Clarke, Heaton, 

Israelsen, & Eggett, 2005; Hira, 2012; Xiao, 

Chatterjee, & Kim, 2014, as cited in LeBaron et al., 

2020).

 

 

Table 2. Level of Residents’ Financial Behavior 

 N M SD Description 

Financial Behavior 20 3.95 3.62 High 

Legend: N – Number; M – Mean; SD – Standard Deviation; Description; (4.20 – 5.00) – Very High; (3.40 – 4.19) – 

High; (2.60 – 3.39) – Average; (1.80 – 2.59) – Low; (1.00 – 1.79) – Very Low. 

 

Table 3 shows the significant difference in 

respondents’ financial knowledge according to 

occupation. Table 3 tells that there is no significant 

difference in the level of financial knowledge of 

residents when grouped according to occupation F(2, 

17)=.475, p=.630). Likewise, supporting the findings 

of Ali (2014) that there is no significant association 

between occupation type and the respondents’ levels 

of financial knowledge. It further shows that levels of 

financial knowledge were evenly displayed by the 

respondents regardless of their occupation. In other 

words, all the respondents, regardless of their 

occupation status, displayed an equal competitive 

performance in assessing their financial knowledge. 

This also means that the interblending of financial 

beliefs regardless of occupation help us cope with the 

changing time (Pedroso, 2020).

 

 

Table 3. One-way ANOVA Results on the Difference of Respondents’ Financial Knowledge when Grouped 

According to Occupation 

*p>0.05, not significant 

Table 4 tells that there is no significant difference in 

respondents’ financial knowledge according to sex 

t(18)=.768, p=.453). This is congruent with the 

findings of Adam et al. (2018) wherein his study 

observed a statistically insignificant relationship 

between male and female respondents and that sex 

does not affect the financial knowledge of 

respondents. The findings from this group suggest that 

male and female respondents exhibited a similar level 

of financial literacy. This is however in contrast with 

 N M SD Description 

Entire Group  20 4.09 .46 High 

p-value                     .630                Not significant 
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the study of Ali (2014) where he mentioned that 

financial knowledge levels get affected by gender, 

which is a realization that change happens (Pedroso, 

2021-a).

 

Table 4. t-Test Results on the Difference of Respondent’s Financial Knowledge when Grouped According to Sex 

*p>0.05, not significant 

 

Table 5 reveals that there is no significant difference 

in the financial behavior of residents when grouped 

according to occupation F(2, 17)=1.37, p=2.81). The 

result manifests that the difference in respondents’ 

level of financial behavior based on occupation is not 

statistically significant (Bhushan & Medury, 2013). 

There is no association between occupation and one’s 

level of financial behavior and thus, it can be 

concluded that levels of financial behavior do not 

depend on one’s occupation

 

Table 5. One-way ANOVA results on the Difference of Respondents’ Financial Behavior when Grouped According 

to Occupation 

*p>0.05, not significant 

 

Table 6 reveals that there is no significant difference 

in the financial behavior of respondents when grouped 

according to sex t(18)=2.092, p=.051). The 

aforementioned result implies that differences in 

financial behavior between male and female 

respondents are not likely to exist (Schubert, Brown, 

Gysler, and Brachinger 1999, as cited in Adam, 2018). 

Gender differences favoring males in financial 

behavior had been found in a number of studies (Adam 

et al., 2018) however this study shows, that there is no 

significant difference in financial behavior between 

male and female respondents. Moreover, local 

stakeholders might have worked collaboratively to 

ensure that financial education will be perceived 

positively (Pedroso, 2021-b) by residents regardless of 

their sex.

 

 

 

 

Variable 

Compared 
Mean t-value Df Sig. (2-tailed) 

Impression at 

0.05 level 

Male 4.17 

4.01 
.768 18 .453 

Not 

Significant Female 

 N M SD Description 

Entire Group  20 4.08 .44 High 

p-value .281    Not significant 
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Table 6. t-Test Results on the Difference of Respondents’ Financial Behavior when Grouped According to Sex 

*p>0.05, not significant 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Conclusions 
 

Overall, residents in the municipality of Badiangan 

demonstrated high levels of financial literacy based on 

financial knowledge and financial behavior. High 

levels of financial knowledge lead to high levels of 

financial behavior. Improving people’s financial 

literacy is equates to having improved financial 

knowledge and behavior. Financial literacy is to be 

taken seriously regardless of occupation and sex. The 

results of this study may aid policymakers and 

practitioners in formulating appropriate strategies to 

help people better understand the importance of 

financial literacy. Financial knowledge and financial 

behavior should be maintained through subsequent 

financial education to improve people’s quality of life. 
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Abstract 

The unprecedented covid-19 pandemic despoiled and brought to a halt the world and has since 

destabilized economies, general health, occupations, trade and normal life. In an already existing 

gendered world, the pandemic has thrown several challenges on women, impacting many 

unsympathetically. The challenges that women faced were multitudinous. Many women played a 

pivotal role in the fight against the pandemic. In India alone almost 70% of the frontline workers 

were  women.  Many  such  workers  lacked life security. The compensated amount was either 

minimal or not proportional to the work undertaken. Such challenges that women faced were 

unnoticed  and  unreported.  Most debates, statistics and discussions about the pandemic were 

gender insensitive and unaddressed. Cases of domestic violence were on the rise, women became 

victims of job losses (particularly women working in the unorganised sector). Some of the other 

issues faced were inaccessibility to health facilities, out of pocket spending for health, shortage of 

food and household supplies. In this context, this paper aims at studying the impact of the 

pandemic   on   women.  The  paper  will  rely  on  statistics  from  the  International  Labour 

Organization (ILO), The World Health Organization (WHO), and also understand how the 

National government in India responded to these difficulties. Policies that were undertaken by 

governments across the world endeavoured to help resolve problems. The paper, therefore, seeks 

to  understand  the  policy  response  to  the  pandemic  and  in particular, whether such policies 

addressed gender issues faced during the COVID-19 pandemic. As public policy aims at easing 

distress, the paper will examine to see if the policies drafted and implemented during the pandemic 

were gender-responsive and whether the policy responses also eased the difficulties faced by 

women frontline workers (FLW). 
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Objective of the Paper 

 

Elsevier, the Netherlands-based publishing company 

that publishes journals like The Lancet, and Science 

direct, publishes more than 5,00,000 lakh articles 

annually and around 2500 journals. According  to  

Nature,  The  international  journal,  which  publishes  

the  finest  peer-reviewed research, as of 17 December, 

2020 in its annual news bulletin published that in the 

year 2019 Else (2020). Elsevier’s Journals were 

around 2,70,000 and by early 2020 there were around 

1,00,000 articles published on the coronavirus 

pandemic alone. According to the Dimensions 

database by early December 2020 the number of 

articles written on the pandemic crossed 2,00,000. The 

magnanimity and the gravity of the pandemic is 

evident in the publications received by these 

databases. 

 

According   to   an   estimate   from   the Organisation  

for  Economic  Co-operation  and Development 

(OECD), Women were at the forefront of the Covid-

19 response, such that almost 70% of the healthcare 

and medical workers consisted of women (OECD 

2020). The percentage is alarming as women who also 

play an important role at home are exposed to a greater 

risk of contracting the virus. A great deal of articles 

have already been written about the adverse 

consequences that people faced due to the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

 

The topic on any aspect of the pandemic may become 

a study that is expansive in nature. The objective of 

this paper therefore is to bring to the fore, issues faced 

by women frontline workers. As understanding the 

problems alone does not solve it, any discourse on 

problems in a civilized society will require the 

intervention of the law to solve the problem. Therefore 

International organizations swiftly chalked out 

policies to help ease the problems faced by people. The 

objective of the paper therefore is also to understand 

the Indian National government's response through  

policy  formulation  and  implementation to help 

alleviate the condition of women in health. 

 

Scope and Limitations of the Paper 

 

This paper seeks to limit itself to and highlight the 

problems faced by women frontline health workers 

and the authors also aim at limiting their research to 

perusing the policy responses of the Union  

government  of India in providing security and being 

accountable to women frontline workers. 

 

Introduction 
 

The Novel Coronavirus disease (CoV), commonly 

called the Coronavirus disease (COVID -19), was first 

detected in Wuhan's Hubei province of China. The 

virus belongs to the same family of viruses called 

Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) which was 

identified first in the year 2003. From a handful of 

cases in early March 2020 in India to 4.82 lakh deaths 

due to Covid-19 as on 1st January, 2022 (Dong et al 

2020), India has come a long way in its battle with the 

pandemic. To fight the pandemic most effectively, as 

on 2022 January, out of India’s 1.39 billion 

population, 44% of its population was fully vaccinated 

( Ritchie et al 2020). 

 

The battle against the Covid-19 pandemic in India has 

been both a central and federal effort. A pandemic 

battle has been fought to protect the people of the 

country against the virus. In the war against the 

pandemic, the pivotal role of doctors, nurses cannot be 

forgotten. Apart from the two, the Central and State 

governments, Medical associations, Accredited social 

health activist (ASHA) workers, Integrated Child 

Development Services (ICDS) workers,   NGOs,   

auxiliary nurse  and  midwives  (ANMs),  the  

Paramilitary,  frontline workers, sanitation workers, 

police personnel,  volunteers,  women’s  self-help  

groups  (SHGs),  school teachers distributing public 

distribution system (PDS) grains and many worked 

tirelessly to help ease the burden and fight the 

pandemic. Serving on the frontlines of the pandemic, 

many volunteers, and workers suffered adversely and 

some even succumbed to the virus. The impact, 

particularly on women, was harsh in  India  as  women 

are over-represented in the healthcare system and 

constitute 70% of the healthcare system (OECD 

2020b). Therefore during the pandemic, they were the 

vulnerable group, as they had to balance household 

work (including child-care) and professional work. 

The household work is unpaid work and is also an 

emotionally stressful one. International organizations 

like the International Labour Organization (ILO), the 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
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Development  (OECD),  the  World Health 

Organization (WHO) and many other civil society 

groups offered solutions and best practices in the form 

of policy briefs to help resolve challenges that women 

faced. These policy briefs were in the form of 

guidelines offered to nations, so that nations could 

help protect the interests of women frontline workers. 

 

Policy Response: International Labour 

Organization (ILO): 

According to the ILO, Women make up almost 70% 

of workers in health, that is why the ILO takes  it  as  

one  of  its  priorities  to  help  ensure  better  working 

conditions for women health workers, particularly 

during the pandemic. The ILO primarily identified 2 

major factors that were affecting women health 

workers. One, longer than usual shifts at work and 

sometimes even night shift due to the pandemic and 

two, a simultaneous responsibility to take care of 

children at home  and  manage  house-hold  work.  In  

India,  women  workers  in  health  are  additionally 

burdened  as they  were  remunerated  

disproportionately though they worked longer, 

tiresome hours. The problems therefore spiral when 

life security is not provided or is insufficient 

considering the efforts and time invested. For a 100 

million female frontline health workers around the 

world, it was an emotionally and psychologically 

draining experience to send a dead body to a mortuary 

and return home and behave normally in front of the 

children. The compounding of problems was also due 

to schools being closed and child care facilities also 

being shut in many countries which added to the 

burden that women as mothers faced. 

The  ILOs  efforts  during the pandemic, therefore, has 

largely been in developing continuing measures  to  

implement  gender-responsive  policies  that  have  to  

be adopted by governments nationally. The efforts 

were aimed towards negating the adverse effects that 

the pandemic had on income and employment of 

women in general and alleviating working conditions 

of women health frontline workers. As found in one of 

its reports, the ILO stated that “the world was already 

leaving women behind”. The report highlights that the 

ILO’s central concern was to “make women’s right to 

work and their labour rights a central feature of the 

COVID-19 recovery”. The end of 2019 and the year 

2020 was considered a larger recession than the one 

pronounced in 2008-09. Every sector, be it 

manufacturing, service, hospitality, education, etc. 

suffered. The impact was felt on the labour force. In 

most sectors, women were overrepresented and 

underpaid and also lacked any kind of life or social 

security. The UN Women’s graph below highlights the 

same (ILO 2018).  (As provided in fig: 1.1)
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Source: Women at Work, Trends 2016, International Labour Organization; Women’s economic empowerment in the 

changing world of work, Report of the Secretary-General, E/CN.6/2017/3, December 2016 

According  to  the  ILO’s  report,  policy measures 

during COVID-19 were adopted in a few developed 

countries, but many were not completely gender-

responsive (ILO. 2018). The ILO also states that some 

aspects like, proportional work to wage for women, 

job security, improving labour conditions must be 

prioritized by governments so as to uphold their ‘right 

to work’. The  ILO in the report stated that fiscal and 

monetary policies had to be implemented to 

counterbalance the negative impact that the COVID-

19 pandemic had posed. Some of the areas that needed 

immediate  attention  were the areas of care-economy, 

generation of employment services for mothers, 

reformed paternity leaves in national legislations, 

improved home-schooling facilities, partial schools 

and childcare facilities to be open to cater to working 

mothers, Adequate compensation to be provided to 

women workers the health sector, to increase 

allowances and remuneration considering women’s 

over-representation at the lower half of the income 

scale –the gender pay gap has to be reduced by 

countries, gender-based violence and harassment at 

workplace had to be checked and addressed. Among 

these, the most important according to the ILO was to 

increase the income of women, not just to value work 

but to also get many homes out of poverty and to 

ensure more women representation in key decision 

making positions. Countries had to also work towards 

building social protection economic infrastructure. 

Following these guidelines and to help counter many 

of the problems mentioned above, many countries like 

Italy, France, Germany, Netherlands came up with 

policies to help ease the problems of workers 

belonging to essential services. Italy rolled out a 

‘babysitter bonus’ offering 1000 Euros to help women 

in health to hire for care services at the comfort of the 

home. In the above  three  countries,  the  government  

facilitated  child-care, by ordering a few care facility 

schools to remain open with bare minimum staff to 

help care for the children of women frontline health  

workers.  These  temporary  measures  were  

introduced  on  an  emergency  basis  and long-term 

sustainable gender-responsive policies and models are 

yet to be developed to ‘building forward fairer” (ILO 

2021). 

World Health Organization 

A working paper titled, “Gender equity in the health 

workforce: Analysis of 104 countries” was prepared 

by the WHO health workforce department (Boniol et 

2019). After collecting data from 104 countries, the 

paper states that there are approximately 234 million 

 
 
 
 

Fig: 1.1 
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workers in the health sector worldwide and among 

every 10 health and social care workers, 7 are women 

who contribute US$ 3 trillion to global health 

annually. The distressing part though remains that half 

of this contribution is in the form of unpaid care work 

(Langer et al 2015). One of the main reasons for this 

is the underinvestment in the health and social 

workforce sector by governments worldwide. This 

underinvestment also has a bearing on the Sustainable 

development goals (SDG) which is a target to be 

achieved by 2030. At the present pace, it is estimated 

that by 2030, there will be a global shortfall of 18 

million health workers in low and middle income 

countries. The reason for this is capacity building. To 

achieve Goal 3 of the SDG, initiatives like education, 

training, and most importantly jobs have to be created 

for health workers. The UN Secretary General’s High 

Level Commission on “Health employment  and  

economic  growth”   emphasized the need for 

governments to invest in the health sector as it not only 

facilitates economic growth, but contributes to 

women’s economic empowerment (UN2016). In this 

endeavor, the ILO, WHO and the OECD came 

together in the year 2017 and  started  the  “Working  

for  health  program”.  The  program  is  a  joint  agency  

and  a SDG assistance program that aims at helping the 

expansion of the health and social workforce. 

The report also highlights the differences that exist in 

gender distribution across occupations in most 

countries. Meaning, while the male workers comprise 

the major workforce of higher wage healthcare like 

physicians, dentists and pharmacists (As provided in 

fig: 1.2); the lower wage health care comprises mainly 

of nursing and midwifery workforce (As provided in 

fig: 1.3)
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Though  the  trend  of  women’s  representation in the 

higher wage healthcare occupations has increased, the 

WHO states that more needs to be done. Another 

major issue highlighted in the report is the gender-

related pay gap. Female health workers earned 28% 

less compared to males. As part of a solution to these 

problems, the report also provides remedies which are 

through policy implementation to be undertaken by 

governments. The issues to be tackled through policy 

formulation and implementation include: 

• To increase the job market in the health sector 

as most work done by women in this sector is 

unpaid work. 

• To encourage the participation of women in 

high paid occupations (Physicians, dentists, 

Fig: 1.2 
 

 
 

Fig: 1.3 
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pharmacists) by investing in training and 

education. 

• To achieve equal pay for equal work (to 

achieve the 11% existing gap). 

• To formulate policies that bring about gender 

parity in leadership positions. 

In the backdrop of policies being rolled out and 

guidelines being issued by various international 

bodies, the Government of India has provided some 

relief to the frontline workers through the introduction 

of policies and schemes.  

India’s Policy Response 

India’s response to the pandemic is incomplete 

without giving due recognition to the frontline health 

workers for the arduous tasks that were undertaken by 

them. Under exceptional circumstances, the display of 

grit and determination by women corona warriors has 

to be lauded. They were instrumental in India's war 

against coronavirus. While the workers include 

doctors, nurses and  hospital  staff,    the  majority  of 

the workers included the Anganwadi workers of 

Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS), 

Accredited social health activist (ASHA) workers, 

volunteers of NGOs etc., who belong to the 

unorganised sector. Most of these workers are women. 

The work undertaken by these corona health warriors 

includes; visiting homes to collect samples and to 

educate people about hygiene, social distancing, 

isolation, timely monitoring and precautions to be 

undertaken to prevent COVID.   As these workers and 

their labour is not regularised, they were victims of a 

very harsh economic situation. Many workers 

complained of working for salaries disproportionate to 

the efforts and working hours. 

To provide solace to these problems faced by women 

in health, the government of India responded through 

policies that were based on international guidance. 

Some of the immediate responses of the government 

are as follows: 

1.   The Indian Ministry of Labour fixed an honorarium 

for the frontline health workers, the ASHA workers, 

the Anganwadi workers, the ANMs and sanitation 

workers (Patel 2021; Mitra & Sinha 2021). Apart from 

the central government announcing the honorarium, 

several States also had many such additional schemes 

for the above mentioned workers to benefit them 

during the pandemic. 

2.   The   Press  Information  bureau  (PIB)  as  on  the  

1st  of  Dec  2021  in  it  official communication given 

out by the Ministry of Women and Child development 

(MoWCD) announced that the government through its 

Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Package (PMGKP) 

Insurance Scheme for Health Care Workers, has 

launched a relief package that provides comprehensive 

personal accident cover to the workers from 22.12 

lakhs upto 50 lakhs (PIB 2021). This scheme was also 

extended to include ASHA workers and the 

Anganwadi workers. The insurance covers security for 

survivors in case of death that may occur to any of the 

health workers mentioned above due to the risk that 

they are in owing  to  the  proximity and direct contact   

with COVID patients. Through the press release, the 

MoWCD also included incentives to be provided to 

ASHA workers . 

3.   In India, Public health is a State subject. The 

Central Government, through the National Health 

Mission (NHM), is supported to strengthen the 

healthcare systems of the States and Union Territories 

so as to ease the burden of health care and to offer 

support to the frontline workers as much as possible. 

4.   The role of front-line workers (FLWs) in India 

included using information, education and 

communication (IEC) to create awareness among the 

locals. National guidelines for the same were issued 

which included rationale use of personal protective 

equipment (PPE) and operational guidelines were also 

issued. 

5.   As issued in its 20th April,2020 guidelines, the 

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW 

2020), considering the important service rendered by 

the frontline health workers, issued a notification in 

the form of measures to be undertaken for the safety 

of health workers  (which  also  includes  women  

health  workers). According to the notification, some 

of the measures undertaken were in the broader areas 

of Human resource training, medical  safety,  staffing  

guidelines  and  timely  payments, psychological 

support to be provided  through  a helpline, training 

and capacity building was emphasised, and life 

insurance schemes were rolled out. 
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Conclusion 

The  work  undertaken  by  the  Frontline workers 

(FLW) has been of immense value. For the selfless 

work put forth by the FLW, the government of India 

provided Financial compensation and additional 

remuneration for the excess work that was imposed on 

the FLW. The compensated amount was not 

proportional to the work done though. The pandemic 

brought out many challenges and the FLW had to 

adapt to these changes immediately. Many FLWs were 

therefore emotionally stressed, relief for the same has 

been provided by the government of India, but many 

FLWs were not aware of this. As the pandemic was an 

unprecedented one, prior training was not provided to 

frontline workers on the likes of the fire department 

and police department that engages in regular drills to 

keep themselves vigilant at all times. Representation 

of women in higher positions of decision making is yet 

to become a reality in India. 

Post the first wave of the pandemic too, capacity 

building was not prioritised by the Indian government, 

we see therefore that the second wave wreaked havoc 

and many FLWs succumbed to the second wave. 

Capacity building through multimedia should be the 

most important task undertaken by the government 

now. Awareness of cooperation with FLW has to be 

highlighted by the government through social 

advertising as FLW are stigmatized by the general 

public who are ignorant on several issues. This was 

evident through various news reports. People think 

that FLWs are potential carriers of the disease, this has 

to be debunked by the efforts of the government and 

penal provisions should be in place to ensure safety to 

FLWs. 

Another  important  measure  to  be adopted by the 

government should include the amount of money 

allocated to public health in India. India allocated only 

1.3% of its GDP to public health which is one the 

lowest in the world. Considering our population is 

high and the patient to doctor ratio is also low in India, 

the percentage of revenue allocated to public health 

must be higher than what it is presently. In rural areas 

particularly, the situation is grim as 66% of India’s 1.3 

billion people live in villages where health facilities 

are very poor and scant. The most effective way to 

battle the pandemic is to strengthen the frontline 

workers (FLW). The government of India in this 

endeavour has put forth its best efforts to achieve the 

same, though more needs to be done. 
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Abstract 

In the present period, innovation is equality for the way. In any social status, its wherever presence 

has made an ‘Smart’ effects. The monetary business sectors are no rejection. Investigate the shared 

asset industry, for example. Trapped in the snare of digitalisation, it has started to utilize innovation 

keenly transitionally the entirety of its cycles - store the executives, executing exchanges, and 

client servicing.  In truth, digitalisation of the payment assortment is the way in to the business' 

noteworthy rise in current years. The business' resources under administration dramatically 

multiplied from Rs 7.66 trillion in August 2013 to over Rs 25 trillion in August 2018. In the present 

period, innovation is equality for the way. In any social status, its wherever presence has made 

things 'smart'.The monetary business sectors are no prohibition. Investigate the shared asset 

industry, for example. Trapped in the snare of digitalisation, it has started to utilize innovation 

keenly transitionally the entirety of its cycles - reserve the board, executing exchanges, and client 

servicing.In truth, digitalisation of the dispensing assortment is the way in to the business' amazing 

climb in current years. The business' resources under administration dramatically multiplied from 

Rs 7.66 trillion in August 2013 to over Rs 25 trillion in August 2018. Availability of data and 

henceforth, cognizance have fortified the reason for digitalisation. The public authority is doing 

its touch, as well, through broad endeavors at monetary incorporation — scattering monetary 

attention to the farthest pieces of the nation, and crossing over the geological parcel. The public 

authority and markets controller Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has likewise taken 

various drives to upgrade the Fintech environment and make accessible new businesses with new 

freedoms to start cutthroat items. Presentation of installments banks and little money banks has 

improved monetary inclusion.Clearly, the job of innovation can just improve from here. Execution 

will be a shared benefit for all – the business, middle people and financial backers. It will heighten 

the business' invasion, give it an effective middle of the road to improve ability and diminish costs, 

lastly hand down these repayment on investors.Finally, this article adds to the data development 

and smart of monetary advances and its crash on the monetary business, difficulties, and future 

possibilities. 
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Introduction 
Since the commencement of the advanced period, 

getting to every conceivable thing has become more 

straightforward contrasted with bygone times of 

manual intercession. Digitization has addressed 

different parts of our lives. Everything began with 

digitizing our interpersonal organizations, acquisition 

of merchandise on the web, exchanges on the net, way 

of life upgrades and presently our funds as well. 

A couple of years back, a financial backer living in a 

humble community couldn't have envisioned 

approaching abundance warning. He would regularly 

have had his cash in a reserve funds financial balance 

or fixed store. Digitization has changed this situation. 

Organizations would now be able to use their 

computerized qualities and cycles to tap this client 

fragment which was before under the radar and hard to 

reach. Innovation can assist one with a more extensive 

topographical reach, giving important and impartial 

warning and client charm, all simultaneously. 

The public authority also has assumed a critical part in 

digitization through broad endeavors in monetary 

consideration - spreading monetary attention to the 

remotest pieces of nation and crossing over geological 

distinction. Demonetization gave the truly necessary 

push to the people who were perched wavering - 

regardless of whether to go advanced or remain 

disconnected. 

Digitization has been changing the venture scene in 

the accompanying ways: 

Data upheaval - The web is loaded with data and 

educative articles featuring the significance of 

contributing and monetary preparation. Another 

financial backer who is hesitant with regards to 

whether to and where to contribute can get a great deal 

of direction and take informed choice in the wake of 

contrasting different choices. 

Straightforward is the new savvy - What's having the 

greatest effect in the existence of new financial 

backers is the disentanglement that digitization has 

presented. Pivot time has decreased significantly, 

processes are made paper less and warning is without 

any blunder or inclination. 

The world is currently Mobile First - In the present 

computerized world, cell phones have turned into our 

most significant device - they can do in a real sense 

everything for ourselves and assist us with 

contributing whenever and from anyplace. In an 

undertaking to digitize, different versatile applications 

opened up for simple installments, from month to 

month bills to bank exchanges, or for putting resources 

into monetary instruments like Mutual Funds, ELSS, 

Fixed stores or even benefits plans. 

E-wallets - E-wallets turned it around to - 'Cash on 

schedule!' Linking your bank subtleties to the e-

wallets makes it simpler to move the cash starting with 

one financial balance then onto the next. Likewise, the 

month to month bills can be paid by only one swipe on 

your cell phone. Exchanging and putting resources 

into stocks and securities has become a lot simpler 

through vigorous versatile applications and more 

straightforward cash move support. 

Man-made reasoning and Robo-warning - The latest 

advancement in the realm of contributing is Robo-

warning which is pointed toward mechanizing the 

whole venture warning cycle by supplanting human 

intercession. Straightforwardness and mistake free 

fair-minded warning are the sign of Robo-

contributing. An ideal Robo-counsel not just 

ascertains the sum you want to contribute for a 

monetary objective, yet in addition chooses the 

resource distribution and speculation items for you. 

Further, it additionally directs you about the passage 

into or exit from a specific stock or asset at the fitting 

time, unaffected by feelings connected with venture 

navigation. 

The authors emphatically accept abundance creation 

and speculations can't occur in confinement. It is an 

excursion wherein the specialist organizations and 

financial backers are equivalent accomplices. 

Organizations who are putting resources into 

digitization are doing as such with two-overlap benefit 

- that of engaging their representatives to convey 

better answers for clients and all the more critically 

enabling the clients to take informed choices easily. 

The buyer is the Mutual Fund Industry‟s "Shared 

Services" inventiveness shaped by the Asset 

Management Companies (AMCs) of SEBI (Securities 

and Exchange Board of India, the controller for 
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protections markets in India) enlisted Mutual Funds 

under the assurance of AMFI (Association of Mutual 

Funds of India, an industry principles association in 

India in the common subsidizes area), with a 

motivation behind financial backer strengthening, 

merchant practicality, combination of in grouping to 

an assortment of organizations, functional viability for 

RTAs and advantages to AMCs, in this manner 

helping all partners in the business. 

The customer didn't have a breathing correspondences 

which could work with financial backers to bargain 

transitionally shared asset portfolios available by an 

assortment of asset houses in the country. The 

technique worn by financial backers to dedicate in 

common asset plans concerned a great deal of true 

method and laid off manual cycles, which complete it 

blunder inclined, inconvenient and multi-layered to 

make due. all through the MFU System (fueled by 

Intellect Fund Distribution), the client understood its 

spirit of contacting the total contributing buyer support 

during a solitary working. MFU System gave 

important repayment to all partners in the Mutual Fund 

Industry (financial backers, MF merchants/RIAs and 

Fund Houses/AMCs). AMCs could productively 

impact MFU framework's POS (Point of Service) 

framework to augment their show up at and event to 

ahead of time unavailable areas. MFU conspire 

working empowered the client, to dispose of trickeries 

in participation in the shared asset hypothesis structure 

and limited natural dangers inside the Mutual Fund 

Industry. 

Advanced techniques involve organization 

destinations, outside entrances, web-based media, 

Smartphone applications, web-talk, IVR telephone 

office, presence on web-aggregators, SMS, email, and 

so on These can be Own-Media, Paid-Media or 

Earned-Media. Own media implies own destinations. 

Procured media assets audits, notices, posts and offers 

which clients make eagerly via online media 

resources. Compensated media implies paid 

notices/advancements. 

As far as plans, advanced mobile phones is the biggest 

and quickest developing medium. Tablets are likewise 

developing. PCs are lessening in significance. The 

reason for computerized strategies is to illuminate, 

draw in and execute customers/possibilities with their 

business. It in progress as an 'add-on', however has 

enthused to a 'unquestionable requirement have'. In 

monetary administrations, it has turned into a critical 

appropriation channel. The goal for monetary item 

makers is to diminish the expenses just as increment 

incomes. For monetary item specialists, it is truly to 

build the incomes. 

Be that as it may, first-mover advantage need not 

generally convert into brand tenacity. For that, 

computerized techniques need to give an extraordinary 

encounter to customers across ease of use, content and 

access. Today, clients are not really focused with 

brands, as much likewise with comfort and worth. 

Firms additionally need to go to the powerful by 

making highlights that propel rehash visits and 

customer tenacity. 

Exercises where Digital is having effect in the 

Financial Services Value-Chain From Customer 

Engagement to Customer Fulfillment - 

Drawing in with Existing customer →prospect 

Engagement→Lead Generation→New Clent 

Acquisition→Product advancement and 

comparision→Buying choice and buy 

Completion→Device-Agonstic across and inclination 

- storage→Reporting and Notification→Client 

overhauling and customer feedback→Data assortment 

for Management Decision – making. 

The MFU structure deals with the total coordinations 

of executing MF dealings, empowering wholesalers to 

highlight extra on gave that greatness idea to their 

customers. It gives a lone intend to time-stepping 

dealings and wipes out redundancy of 

certificate/processes. MFU plot is the champ of the 

Banking Technology Award for the year 2016 in the 

„Best Industry correspondences Initiative‟ 

classification. This credit is an extra tuft in the cap for 

the MFU grouping whose part AMCs clarification for 

around 92% of the business Assets Under 

Management (AUM) and around 94% of industry 

exchanges. As of now, the business sectors are 

confronting openings both on the home and the overall 

front. Specifically, expanding pressures welcomed on 

by the US-China exchange conflict, decrease in global 

exchange amount and a more slow all inclusive just as 

Indian development rate. This monetary situation 

connected with the assembly of changes that SEBI had 
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presented for the shared asset Industry has welcomed 

on a recognizable distinction among development and 

increase potential for the Industry. Getting new clients 

and developing case share from the breathing ones 

should be the primary fundamental worry for the MF 

business. a significant number of drives have been 

locked in, by SEBI, AMFI yet additionally by 

substance organizations to achieve this blueprint. 

indicated the extended outskirts structure that all 

partners work in, the spotlight should be on structure 

dissemination (empowering and showing the business 

Prospects to breathing huge looming arrangements 

like PSU Banks, making new ARN holders while 

teaming up with states through expertise advancement 

programs and making business. Advanced limit is the 

viewpoint which wants to be embraced by all dynamic 

partners and ought to form into a fundamental piece of 

the journey for anybody mixture in at present. taking 

into account the way that common assets are 

traditionally sold and not purchased, merchants take 

an interest an info work in channelizing cash in 

overabundance of the years, the wholesalers and IFAs 

have assumed a huge part in the blast of shared asset 

plans as a best arrangement road among 

fundamentally, the retail financial backers, which in 

wind has brought about a significant installment by 

them in the to a great extent AUM gathered by the 

common asset industry. 

albeit the rising distribution strength is a solid image, 

the business prerequisites to do significantly more to 

give to India's tremendous occupants, especially to 

show up at out to individuals who are not carefully 

capacity. We can be prepared from our nearby 

gathering of people in the monetary administrations 

industry (Life Insurance), the manner in which they 

have augmented conveyance way crossways the 

environmental factors and utilized the dynamic 

Banking system/foundation all through banc 

confirmation channel. One of the really open disaster 

protection organizations has finished up 63 years of 

activities in India in 2018 and has around 11 lakhs 

specialists. achievement still half of this enormous 

dissemination power can go a broad strategy in 

expanding the show up at of common assets 

encompassed by families. 

Innovation is upsetting and it is decidedly affecting the 

common asset industry. It has tremendous repayment, 

predominantly for the financial backers, alongside the 

AMCs and the merchants. Digitisation and the 

development of assignment are the place where the 

forceful advantage will be in the close to fate of the 

common asset industry. a great deal of merchants are 

execution these progressions and with them to develop 

their business as well. Indeed, with web network 

working on in B30 towns, use of computerized 

interfaces has upgraded extensively. The following 

stage is instruct the clients concerning the convenience 

of through computerized middle and serving them 

encounters it. The mechanical improvements are relied 

upon to give expanded effectiveness and a 'client joy' 

factor among our financial backers while expanding 

the proficiency. This will, I trust go to be a surprisingly 

good development for us as the AMC, and the 

wholesalers in making us move towards being a more 

client driven industry. 

https://www.businesstoday.in/opinion/columns/story/

digitization-has-led-to-an-increase-in-investments-

106104-2018-05-29 

Literature Review 
The world is going advanced, and the speed of change 

is rising. India has ~300 mn web clients. Inside this, 

Google gauges it required 20 years for India to score 

its initial 100 mn clients, while the following 100 mn 

required 2 years and 1.3 years individually. This is 

relied upon to arrive at 600 mn by 2020, with clients 

across sexual orientation and age-gatherings. 

Comscore's Sept 2014 figures might be more 

significant for monetary administrations. It gauges 

~170 mn Males old enough 25+ years visited 

monetary sites. While monetary administrations are 

not a Male-space in any sense, the outright numbers 

are attractive without help from anyone else. 

Digitization has assumed a fundamental part in 

appropriation of data and that too in an engaging 

manner chief to better data and in rank with regards to 

the improvements in the common asset industry and 

capital business sectors. The public authority 

additionally has played a significant capacity in 

digitization all through broad endeavors in monetary 

incorporation - dispersal monetary cognizance to the 

uttermost pieces of nation and crossing over 

topographical difference. 

 

https://www.businesstoday.in/opinion/columns/story/digitization-has-led-to-an-increase-in-investments-106104-2018-05-29
https://www.businesstoday.in/opinion/columns/story/digitization-has-led-to-an-increase-in-investments-106104-2018-05-29
https://www.businesstoday.in/opinion/columns/story/digitization-has-led-to-an-increase-in-investments-106104-2018-05-29
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Advanced strategies involve partnership destinations, 

outside entries, online media, cell phone applications, 

web-talk, IVR telephone office, being there on web-

aggregators, SMS, email, and so on These can be 

Own-Media, Paid-Media or Earned-Media. Own 

media implies own destinations. Procured media 

implies surveys, notices, posts and offers which 

customers make deliberately via web-based media 

resources. Paid media implies paid ads/advancements. 

As far as gadgets, cell phones is the biggest and 

quickest developing medium. Tablets are additionally 

developing. PCs are decreasing in pertinence. The 

motivation behind advanced strategies is to illuminate, 

draw in and execute customers/possibilities with their 

business. It began as an 'add-on', yet has moved to a 

'absolute necessity have'. In monetary administrations, 

it has turned into a significant appropriation channel. 

The goal for monetary item makers is to decrease the 

expenses just as increment incomes. For monetary 

item specialists, it is truly to build the incomes. 

Prasada Rao et al. (2018) in their exploration consider 

that Blockchain innovation can assistthe whole the 

partners in the shared assets industry with its clarity, 

devolution, alter opposition, answerability and 

isolation. With amplifiedlucidity, the fearlessness 

level in the financial backers will enlarge;as well it 

will show the best approach to 

augmentedeffectiveness of work, with minor 

administrative work through digitalization. Daniel 

O'Keefe et al. (2016) from KPMG overviewed fifteen 

hundred bank customers about their awareness of and 

consideration in advanced thriving administration. 

Their uncovering was surprising, 

consciousnessconcerning robo-warning was 8 to 15 

percent, yet it was uniformlyamazing that 51.8% of the 

financial backers were aware of keen portfolio the 

board, and 48% of the financial backers knew about 

Personal Advisor Services. They additionally cited an 

amplifiedswing in new and available financial backers 

towards robo-warning, as per their examination, robo-

warning could be valued at $2.2 trillion constantly 

2020. The monetary administrations business is client 

confronting, serious, dissemination touchy and 

turnaround-time delicate. In the event that the 

organization's objective universe is progressively 

going advanced, it's a good idea to embrace 

computerized as the Backbone, rather than a Support. 

This might give it a 'first-mover advantage', which can 

have bearing on its accomplishment in a market like 

India, which is as yet advancing as far as complex 

monetary items. It likewise relies upon the business it 

is in. For instance: it very well may be a help in 

protection however it is an unquestionable 

requirement in broking. Yet, first-mover advantage 

need not generally convert into brand tenacity. For 

that, computerized techniques need to give an 

incredible encounter to customers across convenience, 

content and access. Today, clients are not really 

focused with brands, as much likewise with comfort 

and worth. Firms additionally need to go to the 

powerful by making highlights that urge rehash visits 

and customer tenacity. 

The world is withdrawing advanced, and the speed of 

transformation is expanding. India has ~300 million 

web clients. Inside this, Google gauges it required 20 

years for India to space its initial 100 million clients, 

while the following 100 million required 2 years and 

1.3 years separately. This is acknowledged to arrive at 

600 million by 2020, with clients crosswaysfemininity 

and age-gatherings. Comscore's Sept 2014 

information might be additionalpertinent for monetary 

administrations. It gauges ~170 million Males old 

enough 25+ years visited monetary sites. While 

monetary administrations is certainly not a Male-space 

in any sense, the completeinformation are attractive 

without help from anyone else. 

Research Methodology

  
(a)To look at the common asset plans execution, 10 

plans were chosen Mutual Fund. 

(b)Daily NAVs of these plans are gathered for time 

of five years i.e., August 2015 to July 2020 from 

amfiindia site. 

(c)For benchmarking and correlation reason BSE-

Sensex and NSE-Nifty is utilized. 

(d)To consider hazard free return yield on 91-day 

Treasury bills is cknowledged which 8.52% , during 

my review period. 

Objective of the review 

i.To concentrate on the latest things in development of 

shared asset industry in India \ 
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ii.To concentrate on the current administrative 

contemplations in regards to utilization of Artificial 

Intelligence and AI, and finally, 

iii.To concentrate on the ramifications of man-made 

reasoning for monetary strength 

Information ANALYSIS 

Late pattern in development of common asset industry 

in India 

The business added 44.2 million folios between March 

2014 and June 2019. Practically the whole 

development in folios came from the singular financial 

backers' section (retail and HNI), which logged a 

CAGR of 15.5% over this period. Their normal ticket 

size, as well, expanded from 102,000 INR in March 

2014 to 169,000 INR in June 2019.

 

List of Top tax Saving ( ELSS) Mutual Funds for FY 2020 

Fund name 3 years return  5 years return 

Mirae Asset Tax saver 19.82% - 

Axis Long term Equity fund 19.21% 13.20% 

Tata india Tax saving Fund 17.50 % 13.76% 

Motilal Oswal Long term equity 

funds 

17.13%  

Inversco India Tax plan 15.52% 11.98% 

DSP tax saving Fund 15.25% 12.08% 

Aditya Birla sun life tax relief 

96 

14.83% 11.54% 

Kotak tax saver 14.57% 11.03% 

   

https://www.paisabazaar.com/mutual-funds/tax-benefit-of-mutual-fund/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.paisabazaar.com/mutual-funds/tax-benefit-of-mutual-fund/
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Dividend Distribution Tax (DDT) in the hand of mutual fund investors 

Investors Resident 

/Individual/HU

F 

Domestic Company NRI 

Dividend    

All Schemes Tax Free in the 

hands of 

Investors 

  

Tax on distributed income 

( payable by the scheme) 

rates 

   

Equity oriented scheme 10%+12% 

Surcharge+ 4% 

Cess 

10%+12% Surcharge+ 

4% Cess 

10%+12% 

Surcharge+ 4% 

Cess 

 11.648 % 11.648 % 11.648 % 

Infrasture debt funds 25%+12% 

Surcharge+4% 

Cess 

30%+12% 

Surcharge+4% Cess 

5%+12% 

Surcharge+4% 

Cess 

 29.12% 34.944% 5.824% 

 

Other than equity 

oriented scheme and 

IDF 

 

25%+12% 

Surcharge+4% 

Cess 

30%+12% 

Surcharge+4% Cess 

25%+12% 

Surcharge+4% Cess 

29.12% 34.944% 29.12% 

 

Indian financial backers have shown multiple times 

bounce in the commitment to Asset Under 

Management (AUM) in shared assets in the course of 

the last three to five years. Year 2017 has ended up 

being one of the greatest grosser by arriving at an 

absolute corpus of Rs. 17 trillion, in spite of the 

helpless show by value and capital business sectors 

because of the demonetization and worldwide flood in 

oil costs. Around Rs. 3.71 trillion commitments came 

in the year 2017 just, the most elevated ever 

commitment till date. The Systematic Investment 

Plans (SIP) month to month commitment has hit a 

record high of Rs. 4,500 crore, which is relied upon to 

rise much further high. ETFs have additionally seen a 

sharp ascent in commitment by financial backers. Rs. 

40,000 to Rs. 45,000 crores were contributed through 

the ETFs and exchange reserves, which addresses 

practically 10% of absolute commitment. One more 

justification for sharp ascent in common asset 

commitment is rejecting of section load from the 

common assets. With rising livelihoods and great 

financial strategies, common finances industry saw a 

flood in shared assets AUM and a few asset houses 

were shaped. One reason for unexpected ascent in 

common asset commitment is innovation.  

Innovation has made it feasible for the resource the 

executives organizations to grow its domain to places, 

where it doesn't have any actual presence. Individuals 

are currently ready to get data, idea and even they can 

put resources into common assets without visiting the 

delegate workplaces of the AMC. Common Fund 

industry has adjusted to the changing mechanical 

climate in and around itself. What's more it has seen a 

positive reaction from the financial backers. Financial 

backers would now be able to try and finish the e-KYC 

on the web, without even the actual contact with any 

of the delegates of the common asset industry. 

Additionally, SEBI (Securities Exchange Board of 
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India) the administrative body of the MF business, has 

rolled out essential improvements in the guidelines, 

with the goal that it can exploit the new advancements 

into the shared asset industry. 

Effect of innovation on common assets and 

monetary business sectors 

Man-made brainpower has been into the standard 

information, as it is continually standing out as truly 

newsworthy, each time it's a genuinely new thing and 

surprising. Stephen Hawking's admonition on the 

Artificial Intelligence can't be overlooked, while there 

are still individuals and government who can't quit 

chipping away at Artificial Intelligence. Simulated 

intelligence has as of now made its space in the 

business, with its materialness into numerous angles. 

It has assisted organization with lessening error and 

increment proficiency. It is now utilized in ECM 

(Enterprise Content Management) by shared asset 

organizations. Simulated intelligence does the 

occupation of handling huge information, organizing, 

grouping, checking for blunder, and subsequently 

decreasing the repetition and duplication of 

information. 

PCs is known for breaking down and handling 

immense measure of information inside part of 

seconds, joined with insight, savvy examining and 

translation of information could assist with 

subsidizing chiefs to do the recorded examination of 

the stocks. With more prominent knowledge AI is used 

for making security investigation and showing up at an 

ideal portfolio with hazard reward proportion. It can 

likewise be utilized to alter the requirements of the 

financial backers and recommend the most ideal 

venture choices. Here Robo-Advisors are being 

created, which can work dependent on specific 

calculations to comprehend individual clients, its 

requirements, hazard boundaries, and so on and 

afterward can handle the information to recommend 

right items for the financial backers. Since it will be 

computerized, odds of error are limited.

 

Growth in Mutual Fund Assets 2020- Assets Under management (Rs.Cr.) 

Mutual Funds Dec 2019 June 2020 Change % Change 

SBI Mutual fund 352632 364,363 11,731 3.33 

HDFC Mutual fund 382,517 356,183 -26,334 -6.88 

ICICI Prudential 

Mutual fund 

361,507 326,291 -35,215 -9.74 

Aditya Birla Sun 

life mutual fund 

249,926 214,592 -35,334 -14.14 

Nippon India 

Mutual fund 

204,371 180,061 -24,310 -11.90 

Kotak Mahindra 

mutual fund 

176,961 167,326 -9,636 -5.45 

Axis Mutual Fund 122,867 134,316 11,449 9.32 

IDFC mutual fund 104,630 101,770 -2,860 -2.73 

UTI mutual fund 157,119 133,631 -23,488 -14.95 

Franklin 

Templeton Mutual 

fund 

 

126,475 79,808 -46,667 -36.90 

https://www.moneycontrol.com/mutual-funds/amc-assets-monitor 

 

With cutting edge innovation, whole venture process 

is presently paperless, productive and simple to 

contribute. It has helped the asset houses to expand its 

productivity in conveyance channel, it is currently 

conceivable to arrive at places, which was prior hard 

to reach. With internet business stages, common assets 

would be under the span of greater part of the financial 

backers. Innovation is changing the resource the board 
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organizations, it is presently being redesigned and 

more unified than previously. Portable, web-based 

media, distributed computing, Blockchain instrument, 

enormous information, examination and Fin Tech is 

currently reclassifying the eventual fate of resource the 

executives. Since AI can possibly improve the 

proficiency of the data handling, accordingly 

diminishes the imbalances, use of AI. Computer based 

intelligence might handle enormous data for the 

financial backer and can concoct most plausible 

suggestions, which might be useful for the financial 

backer in taking venture choice. It can diminish the 

general exchanging cost for the financial backers, can 

propose most fitting exchanging procedures for the 

financial backers as per the evolving situations. 

Simulated intelligence can be utilized to target explicit 

client section and concoct better suggestion. 

Regulatory considerations regarding use of 

artificial intelligence and machine learning 

Regulating man-made brainpower, is additionally 

named as management. As AI and AI is as of now 

embraced by monetary establishments in certain 

spaces like robotized client associations, hazard 

evaluation, credit hazard examination, streamline 

capital, recognize exchanging openings and enhancing 

exchanging execution. Guidelines is needed in regions 

where there is an outsider reliance, for instance in the 

event that an AI, created by outsider, causes 

misfortune, who is to be accused? The outsider, or the 

specialist co-op or the financial backer. Administrative 

specialists worldwide have forced stricter and 

different guidelines on resource the executives 

organizations. The proposed measures to build 

guidelines on the monetary administrations area: 

More guidelines on detailing standards, and 

furthermore put more weight on resource the board 

organizations to debilitate financial backers to reclaim 

assets at bothered circumstance in monetary market. ii. 

Very much like banks attempt pressure testing all the 

more regularly, the monetary administrations areas 

ought to likewise often stretch testing of the multitude 

of assets they make due. iii. Low capacity to bear 

administrative breaks by resource the board 

organizations, prompting expanded fines and 

expanded expense of guidelines. This could prompt 

expanded weight of guideline on resource the 

executives organizations and will fundamentally affect 

the little players. iv. Least capabilities for venture 

experts, so the base ability level ought to be 

accomplished to work in a speculation warning firms 

just as asset the executives house. v. Complete 

prohibition on commissions at a bargain of common 

assets to ensure customers. vi. Expanded revealing to 

carry more straightforwardness into the framework. 

Robo-counselors could offer tailor-made modified 

items for the financial backers, making individual 

tailor-made redid items, could make low connection 

among the different other exchanging methodologies, 

which could prompt more noteworthy market variety 

in market developments. Minimal expense of 

exchanging and expanded proficiency handling of data 

could assist with lessening value misalignments and 

henceforth develop of full scale monetary value 

awkward nature. More utilization of AI could prompt 

absence of information straightforwardness to the 

purchasers, and consequently it would be more hard to 

clarify on how a credit or protection choice was 

reached. 

Conclusion 
The public authority also has assumed a huge part in 

digitization through broad endeavors in monetary 

consideration - spreading monetary attention to the 

remotest pieces of nation and crossing over geological 

distinction. Demonetization gave the truly necessary 

push to the people who were perched vacillating - 

regardless of whether to go computerized or remain 

disconnected. 

The innovation area is constantly developing, so its 

actual that a portion of your ventures might confront 

some close term headwinds. In any case, specialists 

project that before long, innovation shared assets will 

have the ability to beat worldwide value reserves. 

Consequently, in the event that there is one area you 

really want to watch out for, then, at that point, this is 

it! 

Digitization has been changing the venture scene in 

the accompanying ways: 

Data unrest - The web is loaded with data and 

educative articles featuring the significance of 

contributing and monetary preparation. Another 
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financial backer who is uncertain with regards to 

whether to and where to contribute can get a great deal 

of direction and take informed choice in the wake of 

looking at different choices. 

Straightforward is the new brilliant - What's having the 

greatest effect in the existence of new financial 

backers is the disentanglement that digitization has 

presented. Pivot time has decreased drastically, 

processes are made paper less and warning is without 

any blunder or inclination. 

The world is presently Mobile First - In the present 

advanced world, cell phones have turned into our most 

significant contraption - they can do in a real sense 

everything for ourselves and assist us with 

contributing whenever and from anyplace. In an 

undertaking to digitize, different portable applications 

opened up for simple installments, from month to 

month bills to bank exchanges, or for putting resources 

into monetary instruments like Mutual Funds, ELSS, 

Fixed stores or even annuity plans. 

E-wallets - E-wallets turned it around to - 'Cash on 

schedule!' Linking your bank subtleties to the e-

wallets makes it simpler to move the cash starting with 

one financial balance then onto the next. Likewise, the 

month to month bills can be paid by only one swipe on 

your cell phone. Exchanging and putting resources 

into stocks and securities has become a lot simpler 

through vigorous portable applications and more 

straightforward cash move support. 

The authors unequivocally accept abundance creation 

and ventures can't occur in disconnection. It is an 

excursion wherein the specialist organizations and 

financial backers are equivalent accomplices. 

Organizations who are putting resources into 

digitization are doing as such with two-crease benefit 

- that of enabling their representatives to convey better 

answers for clients and all the more critically engaging 

the clients to take informed choices effortlessly. 

Simulated intelligence is presently being adjusted by 

expanding number of organizations around the world, 

and with regards to monetary industry, the resource the 

executives organizations have as of now began 

utilizing AI and AI. It has prompted expanded 

productivity in activities of the monetary foundations 

and furthermore it has expanded generally speaking 

effectiveness of the monetary framework and 

economy. More productive danger the board of the 

venture portfolio, assists with appropriating 

designation of assets, additionally lessen cost of 

exchanges and speed up the exchanges. With 

transformation of digitalization in shared assets, it has 

given an exceptionally sure indication of expanded 

cooperation by the financial backers. Demonetization 

might have at first hampered the monetary business 

sectors, yet soon it saw most noteworthy ever 

commitments towards resource base of common 

assets, in the year 2017 when contrasted with more 

than 10 years. Financial backers would now be able to 

make direct ventures, without association of any 

merchant or wholesaler, soon online business stage 

will make it significantly more straightforward for the 

financial backers to put resources into common assets. 

New innovations like Blockchain instrument, robo-

investigation, robo-consultants will help the resource 

the board organizations to expand their effectiveness 

and execution in future. Circulation channels will use 

a greater amount of trend setting innovations to make 

their work proficient and financial backer well 

disposed. Advances like robo-warning can assist the 

client with approaching abundance of data and they 

can get customized warning whenever the timing is 

ideal. Be that as it may, there would be a few 

difficulties, which can be handled by the dynamic 

contribution of controllers, in acquiring the 

fundamental changes guidelines to be in the blessing 

of the financial backers, by defending the premium of 

the financial backers 
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Abstract 

The COVID-19 pandemic has made our whole world economically weak. Because it has a direct 

impact on income. Surveys show that households, small businesses, industrial workers, and 

farmers are the worst affected in the world. They are including in microeconomics. 

Microeconomics is the part of economics concerned with single factors and their effects. They 

play an important role to build a country's economy strong. Though these parts inside the economy 

become weak the gross national income of the whole world has decreased. The suffering of the 

people increased day by day and the rate of unemployment has increased. They are not able to 

fulfill their basic right properly due to declining income. So how can they improve the economy 

of under the circumstance the country? This study will help us figure out how to overcome our 

economical losses. 
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Introduction 

This corona epidemic has caused huge damage to us in 

almost every sector in the world for almost 2 years also 

In 2020, FTSE falls by 14.3%.[1] After all, the sector 

that can improve the most after the end of the epidemic 

is the ICT sector and the distinction between, in the 10 

years after the end of the second world war and the per 

capita rate of growth after the global financial crisis, 

for example, is 27 percentage points, or almost 

$17,000, beginning with US 2019, per capita GDP.[2] 

In these two years, the epidemic has seen a massive 

decline in almost everything, which may take a few 

more years to recover & In 2019, almost 690 million 

people were undernourished, increasing from 2014 by 

about 60 million.[3] In the wake of the Corona epidemic 

in early 2020, the ICT sector has grown exponentially 

and has benefited greatly. Coupled with UN member 

states, it was discovered that by March 25, 2020, 57 

percent (110) (COVID-19) had implemented some 

sort of information, with about 43 percent (83) giving 

no information. However, further analysis revealed 

that by April 8, 2020, approximately 86% (167) of its 

portals contained COVID-19 information and 

guidance.[4] It is expected that, globally, the digital 

economy is valued at $11.5 trillion, comparable to 

15.5% of world GDP, and in the last 15 years has 

expanded two and a half times faster than world 

GDP.[5] Some significant changes are already being 

noticed from now.[6]

                                                                                                

Figure1: Worldwide growth of certain ICT services 

 
Source: ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Regulatory Database 

At present, the ICT sector has reached such a huge 

level that now all the features of macroeconomics can 

be noticed in it.[7] When the Corona epidemic comes to 

an end or comes under control, only this sector will 

benefit.[8] Developing countries focus and spend 

substantially on this industry. In a developing such as 

Bangladesh, Tk 1,721 crore, which is Tk 690 crore 

over last year, has been recommended for the ICT 

industry.[9] Even the big modern countries of the world 

are considering this sector seriously.[10] In Russia, A 

10% increase in Internet coverage of excellent quality 

can lead to 1.4% GDP growth. In Russia, there have 

already been more mobile subscribers than fixed 

telephones, and the number of mobile internet users 

also has been fast increasing.[11] The industry, 

according to the IT consultancy company IDC, is 

estimated to reach $8.1 trillion by 2021, or 55 percent 

of China's GDP.[12] The most recent ITU study 

Statistical Profiles of the Information Society 2009: 
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offers an overview of the latest ICT developments, 

points out ICT and broadband in the USA, particularly 

fast mobile development. The research shows that 

over the previous five years, the number of mobile 

subscribers in the Americas has more than quadrupled, 

from slightly under 300 million in 2003 to over 750 

million in 2008. The report also measures information 

and communication technologies inside and beyond 

the area.[13] So we will discuss the economic situation 

after the corona epidemic in the significant sectors of 

this sector. 

 

ICT in Health Care 

Nowadays, the economic position in health care is so 

good that they need a lot of manpower even in this 

critical moment.[14] The second quarter of net revenue 

of the UnitedHealth Group rose from 3.4 to 6.7 million 

dollars in the previous quarter, while net revenue of 

Anthem Inc. rose from 1.1 trillion dollars to 2.3 billion 

dollars.[15]  

Figure 2: Projected healthcare costs based on a proportion of the US population infected with COVID-19 

Source; How will COVID-19 affect the financing of healthcare Provision across the US? PharmExec.[16]

Although the pandemic has impacted the low-income 

countries most, their future is shining.[17] The vaccine 

has now reached almost all countries.[18] At the same 

time, there has been a touch of ICT in health care in 

almost all countries.[19] This lowers patients' suffering 

and at the same time, many individuals receive readily 

their desired services within a very short period. 

Information technology enables hospital management 

to lead the company.[20] Another important element of 

ICT in the health sector is telemedicine.[21] By 

telemedicine or telepathy, only with the assistance of 

mobile phones may individuals consult or contact the 

doctor in their homes. That's the start of a wonderful 

ICT age.[22] Its role is growing at an alarming rate, 

especially in developing countries.[23] 20% of the 

country's hospitals in rural areas in India have to 

manage to care for more than 60% of the people.[24] 

Some estimates suggest that the EU telemedicine 

market has been growing from US$3.1 billion in 2010 

to US$4.8 billion in 2011, almost tripling from CAGR 

12.82 percent in 2019, reaching US$14.4 billion 

worldwide in 2015, and is expected to grow to CAGR 

$34.0 billion in 2020, with CAGR 18.6 percent. In 

2020 CAGR's market share grew to almost $34 
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billion.[25] 

Figure3: World telemedicine patients (in thousands) 

Source: 

Telehealth in growth Mode worldwide. Healthcare IT News. (2013, January 22).[26] 

 

Our notion will be clearer if we notice some more 

facts. We can also discover the facts regarding its 

efficiency. 

 

           Figure4: RSV of worldwide public interest for telehealth reported on new COVID-19 cases daily 

Source: Ali, S. 

A., Arif, T. B., Maab, H., Baloch, M., Manazir, S., Jawed, F., &amp; Ochani, R. K. (2020, September 16). Global 

interest in telehealth During COVID-19 Pandemic: An analysis of google trends™.[27] 
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This implies that it is becoming increasingly important 

both before and during the Corona outbreak.[28] It has 

also had an incredible influence all across the globe.[29] 

In 2050 there will be no "Telehealth." In 2025 there 

won't be any. It's just going to be 'health.' It's not going 

to be "virtual care," it's only "care."[30] 

 

ICT in Entertainment  

In the mid and aftermath of the Corona pandemic, ICT 

played an important role.[31] ICT has affected 

entertainment and recreation by improving the various 

ways we spend our time informally.[32] Entertainment 

is viewed as an elite culture, “elite culture has the 

authority of any cultural critic” (Stephen Bates and 

Anthony J. Ferri).[33] Everyone stayed at home since 

most people were frightened to go out because of the 

pandemic.[34][35] This has been observed in many 

persons who desire emotional turmoil.[36] Over 700 

000 individuals died by suicide in 2019: one in 100 

deaths.[37] They thus focus more on home 

entertainment through ICT to address this volatility.[38] 

This made the industry a tremendous success.[39] At the 

same time, internet platforms have been of great 

use.[40] 

 

               Figure5: Selected OECD nations Google search interest in "delivery" (February to April 2020) 

 
Source: E-commerce in the time of covid-19. OECD. (2020, October).[41] 

These are the world's best Alibaba, Netflix, Amazon, 

etc.[42][43] Netflix has more than doubled its share of 

$1.71,000,000 or $3.75 a share a year ago. Revenues 

rose 24 percent to $7.16 billion over the same period 

the previous year.[44] This time last year, the revenue 

of Amazon increased to 108,5 billion dollars for the 

three months ending March, from 75 billion dollars 

(£54 billion). The profit amounted to 8.1 trillion 

dollars, up from 2,5 trillion a year before.[45] 

Significant progress has also been made in e-

commerce-related activities or organizations.[46] The 

specialists thus predict that the disease will continue to 

advance after the pandemic.[47][48] 

 

ICT in every spare of life 

ICT implies technology of information and 

communication,[49] in the instruction and component 

that enable modern computers. It is used for network-

based monitoring and control of telecommunications, 

processing, and transmission systems of audiovisual 

products, smart building management systems, 

broadcast media, and so on...[50] It also enables digital 

data administration such as computers, mobile robots, 

and so on. It's a huge system in one approach. We can't 

observe that after the corona epidemic the ICT growth 

has changed. ICT is currently covering all areas. 
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Things like business, health, education, agriculture, 

robotics, biometrics, e-commerce, construction, 

clothing, entertainment, cars, etc.[51]  

E-commerce 

E-commerce is a business concept that allows 

companies to buy and sell items via the internet.[52] E-

commerce operates in all four of the following major 

market segments:- 

Business Business B2B 

Business Consumer B2C 

Source: Commerce market SHARE, growth &amp; TRENDS REPORT, 2020-2027. E. (n.d.).[53] 

E-commerce via the Internet when every consumer 

accesses an online shop for a product or service using 

their own devices and places order.[54] Every seller 

goes online or live on Facebook or other social 

networks and shows their products. If the buyer likes 

the products they buy. After that consumer gets their 

product at home through home service and they are 

also benefited, Freelancers to earn money by showing 

their work. All the sellers and freelancers are doing a 

good job and earn more money to upgrade their life 

during covid -19, It’s  possible because of ICT 

 

                                                Figure6: growth of e-commerce during a pandemic 

 
Source: Chevalier, S. (2021, July 7). Global retail e-commerce market size 2014-2023. Statista. [55] 
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Agricultural 

This part is very important for all of us. Agriculture is 

the life of the country. People consume food because 

of farmer and farming. Information and 

communication technology in agriculture also known 

as e-agriculture focuses on the enhancement of 

agricultural and rural development through improved 

information and communication process.[56] More 

specifically e-agricultural involves the 

conceptualization, design, development, evaluation, 

and application of innovative ways to use information 

and communication technologies in the rural domain 

with a primary focus on agriculture.[57] Many e-

agricultural interventions have been developed and 

tested around the world to help agriculturists improve 

their livelihoods through increased agricultural 

productivity and income or reducing risks.[58] 

Figure7: Growth of e-agricultural 

 
Source: Solutions, E. I. U. D. (n.d.). The Economist Intelligence Unit. Spotlight on agriculture.[59] 

Education 

Communication and Information Technology in 

education refers to the manner of education that uses 

information and communication technology to assist, 

enhance, and optimize educational delivery. 

Worldwide research has shown that ICT  can lead to 

improved student learning and better teaching 

methods.[60] An international study has demonstrated 

that ICT may increase student learning and teaching 

techniques.[61] Within a relatively short period, 

information and communication have become one of 

the fundamental building elements of modern 

civilization.[62] Many countries are beginning to 

recognize the importance of ICT and the fundamental 

skills and concepts that it entails as a part of the core 

of education.[63] Several corona studies have been 

improved exclusively because of it. While at home, 

everyone can learn a lot via ICT and is extremely ICT 

expert. It will assist the country to It’sbecome a human 

resource by keeping pace with the age of modern when 

they are competent in ICT.[64] Many pupils would be 

affected if there were no ICT. You don't focus on your 

schoolwork. ICT learning has recently grown much 

easy.[65] Students may fix their issues simply. They 

don't need to rely on instructors anymore. 

 

Result 

Gathering various types of data, it can be observed 

that, although everything in this pandemic is 

worsening, only the ICT sector is faring considerably 

better than the rest. As a result, there is renewed 

optimism for the future. 

 

Conclusion 

So, after much deliberation and study, we concluded 

that ICT is more than simply a component; it plays a 

significant role. Its enormous importance cannot be 

comprehended with a single step or notion. We should 

thus explore this in further detail. Because in the future 

this industry will be macroeconomic. 
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